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Red Hook Votes: The Rundown on the Local Candidates 
BY MICHAEL BENHABIB 
Driving through Red Hook, an abundance of political 
lawn signs illustrates the unique intensity of the town's 
upcomin~ election. lndeed, this local election, in which at 
least two candidates are competing for each vacancy, is 
unique in a town where candidates often run unopposed. 
This November 8 Red Hook citizens will vote for posi-
tions ofTown Clerk, Town Justice, County Legislator, and 
Town Council. In addition, Bardis in the spotlight thanks 
to the candidacy of its own Dean of Students, Erin 
Cannan, for a seat on the Town Council and the inclusion 
of increased, mutually benefieial tics between town and 
college as a major selling point of her campaign. 
Dean Cannan, a Democrat, is one of five candi-
dates vying for two seats on the town council. Cannan, 
fellow Democrat Harry Colgan, and Linda Keeling, of the 
Save our Town Party, are ehallenging Republican incum-
bents James Ross and Sue Crane. The challengers share 
many of the incumbents' concerns. In fact, each candidate 
has shown coneern for the pressing issues of sprawl, eco-
nomk development, and the well-being of the young as 
weil as the old. 
While they agree on the town's problems, their 
platforms differ in tenor and approach. Cannan is the 
only candidate to sell Bard's presence and the prospect of 
a better relationship with Red Hook. Bard, she says, is the 
"single largest industry in Red Hook" and can be part of 
the solution to some of the town's problems. Since 
increased tourism is one avenue for cconomic expansion, 
she thinks Bard can work with Red Hook to "promote our 
resources to encourage a !arger arts presencc in Northern 
Dutchess Country to attract grants, galleries and working 
artists." In addition, she sees many opportunitics for thc 
college to work with the town. She has cited the Lifetime 
Lcarning Institute, whieh offers classes for elder local cit-
izcns, as an example and has ideas for other initiatives, 
including collaborating on transportation as weil as tutor-
ing and mcntoring. Cannan is also committed to kecping 
Red Hook affordable for all. At thc Oetober 17th debatc 
at the Red Hook High School she statcd, "I don't know if 
wc want to build a community whcre only wealthy people 
can live." Colgan, the other Democrat, told the audicnce 
that he is deeply committed to the town, saying, "I built 
my house in Tivoli with my own hands." He thinks the 
incumbents have faile~ to adequately address land use and 
economic issues. 
Crane, who has served on the Town Council for 
two years, is particularly proud of her work to secure fed-
cral funds for the clean up of Red Hook's industrial-
wästc-laden, former frozen food facility called Pcrx. Now 
clean, the town is supporting thc construction of afford-
able housing at that loeation -an espccially pressing issue 
for Red Hook's seniors. Linda Kecling, a member of the 
Save Our Town Party, advoeates for more "opcn govern-
ment" and is very eritical of Town Supervisor Marirose 
Blum Bump. 
Red Hook is given one seat in the Dutchcss 
County Legislature, and this year incumbcnt Republican 
Mare Molinaro is trying to hold off thc challengc from 
Democrarie rival Vicky Perry. Perry and Molinaro visitcd 
Bard last Thursday night for a debatc that ran thc gamut 
from the esoterie speeifics of Red Hook's tax eodc to the 
Iraq war and its place in loeal politics. Both candidates 
agree on many of the county's problcms but disagrce on 
thcir •solutions. 
Mare Molinaro (R), ineumbent eandidate for 
a seat on the Dutehess County Legislature 
Perry is a mother, a painter, and the foundcr of 
the group Red Hook for Vcrificd Voting. Molinaro Start-
cd his political eareer twclvc years ago at age eightecn on 
Tivoli's Viilage Board and was elected as mayor of thc vii-
Jage at age nineteen. In his opening statement he spoke 
direetly to Bard voters, saying, "there are two things I will 
never do. I will never take your vote for granted, nor will I 
write it off. And that goes for those of you who don't share 
my party baekground." 
Last Wednesday, October 26, candidates for 
Dutchess County Legislature Mare Molinaro (R) 
and Vicky Perry (D) were invited to Bard to partic-
ipate in a debate. The debate, which was moderat-
ed by Professor Jonathan Becker, ran alrnost two 
hours. Below are highlights and points of interest 
from the transcript. 
MOUNARO: Serving in village government is a Jot 
different from [serving} in other Jevels of govern-
ment because party politics means absoJutely noth-
ing. In fact alJ ofthat Ievel of service and reBlly, to 
a large extent, service at the county Jevel demands 
that we work in our community, that we under-
stand what our community is about--who we are as 
community, the personality of our town. 
PERRY: One of the hallmarks of the D emocrarie 
Party is participation. I think if the democrats 
stand for anything it's for embracing more and 
more government participation. Our countryr has a 
teiribJe record of voter participation--we only have 
something like 38 percent of the population voting, 
over in Europe it is more like 80 percent. There are 
structural Jaws that could be in pJace to make vot-
ing, in our country, much more widespread. For 
exampJe, EJection Day registration. That is some-
thing that some states have: New York State does-
n't have it. 
MOUNARO: I too believe that our county needs to 
do better to protect our natural resources. In fact, 
it is as a member of a bi-partisan {coalition that 
I've} been working over the past year and half to 
deveJop a comprehensive response to water con-
tamination. [We have done} the things that we can 
do at the county Jevel: encourage municipalities to 
adopt watership protection ruJes, encourage 
municipalities to adopt wetland protection Ja~s, 
encourage municipalities to develop infrastructure 
so they're not reliant upon hundreds upon hun-
dreds of {ndividual wells and individual sewer sys-
tems and septic systems. 
PERRY: Wben you have worked hard to raise your 
children and then they're going out in the world, 
how can you really extend that nurturing? The 
answer is, really, to Jook at the bigger issues. And 
that is what I'm doing, that is why I'm running. · 
MOLlNARO: I also believe that government's roJe is 
to provide assistance, to provide support, to be 
there when peopJe can't do for themselves--I 
believe it's a vel)' conservative philosophy. I also 
believe that government does best when it does 
less. However, I will say to you that I have a vel)' 
conservative approach to government that says to 
me that government ought not be in my packet 
book, my bedroom, or any other pJace I happen to 
hang araund in. 
In the confmes of an Olin classroom both candi-
dates were respectful though pithy and quick witted. 
After Molinaro stated, "I have spent the better part of 
twelve years, as a teenager, as a young man, trying my very 
best to understand what people in this community want," 
Perry, who wants to change the format and scheduling of 
county legislative meetings to encourage community 
attendance, respondcd, "I don't necessarily think the best 
thing is to be 'representing,' as much as opening up the 
process to Iet other people speak. There is a differenee 
between speaking for people and letting those people 
speak." 
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Vicky Perry (D), who debated Mare Molinaro 
here at Bard 
Perry supports a bailloan fund, which Molinaro 
thinks is unnecessary because judges can already set bail 
according to wealth, as weil as a living wage law affecting 
county contraetors that Molinaro says is unneeded 
because of audits that already occur. He touts that nine-
teen labor unions have endorsed his candidacy as evidence 
that he is labor-friendly. 
Molinaro affirmed his staunch support for Bard 
saying, "I eonsider this [Red Hook's] third village, Bard 
College campus," and "I don't care if you've been here for 
three weeks, three years or three generations. Every citizen 
in this commuhity deserves to have their voice represent-
ed." Recently Molarino has been part of a team that is 
looking into improving safety at the southernmost Bard 
exit from route 9G, at its intersection with Kelly Road at 
the triangle. Nonetheless, when Professor Jonathon 
Becker, who moderated the debate, asked whether the 
candidates would support establishing a polling station on 
Bard campus, it was Perry who gave a definitive, uYes," 
while Molinaro stated that "the town of Red Hook gets to 
make that decision." 
The race for town justice is between Republican 
incumbent Richard Griffiths, who worked for Bard for 
almost half a centuqr, aud.,~~bc- 1n'b ---;; 
Triebwasser.Judge Roland Page, who heard the controver-
sial case in which several Bard students appeared follow-
ing their arrest at a similarly eontroversial protest, is not up 
for reeleetion. Griffiths, the former head of Bard 's 
Buildings and Grounds department, is currently serving in 
two elected positions, Town Justice and Viilage Justice of 
Red Hook. Henee, in the event that Triebwasser gets 
elected, Griffith would remain Village Justice. 
Responding to questions in the Gazette-
Advertiser, Triebwasser wrote that his election would give 
Red Hook, "the most judge for their hard-earned taxpay-
er dollar," because it would "expand the available pool of 
judges to serve our eommunity by 25 percent." 
Triebwasser also touts his law degree and experience as an 
attorney- Griffiths has neither. He sees Red Hook as a 
growing community with incrcasingly complex judicial 
eases and wrote, "We need a justice who has professional 
experience in law to serve the Red Hook of the 21st een-
tury." Triebwasser also wants to work with law enforee-
ment to implement an electronic traffic tickering system, 
called e-ticket. He has eompared it to EZ pass in terms of 
ease of use. Griffiths, conversely, emphasizes his 28 years 
of justice experience and points out that non-attorney 
judges constitute an important part of the state's court sys-
tem. 
Last!y, the race for town clerk is between 
Republiean Deputy Town Clerk Sue McCan and 
Democrat Laurie Nash. At the Red Hook High School 
debate McCan reminded the audience ofher experience as 
DeputyTown Clerk and explained that, "issuing licenses is 
only a small part of this complex job." Nash, however, 
believes that her professional experience, which includes 
experienee as a supervisor, means that she would be able to 
streamline the office's operations. She has also stated that 
she would take on the responsibility of looking after the 
town's emergeney prepare~ness plans. 
Aceording to information provided by the Red 
Hook Democrats, out of 6,514 registered Red Hook vot-
ers there are 2,142 Democrars and 2,097 Republicans. 
The slim Democrarie majority is a new development that 
the Democrarie Party relishes, especially sinee all the 
incumbents are Republicans. Undoubtedly, a full slate of 
diverse, qualified candidates has put more election-day 
variables in play than Red Hook has seen for quite a few 
years. 
Avian Flu: On the 
Brink of Disaster 
BY REBECCA GIUSTI 
The European Union's ban on the import of wild birds 
came on Tuesday, Ocrober 25, the day after suspicions 
were conflrmed that a parrot in a British quarantine facil-
ity diedas a result of the H5N1 flu or "avian flu." The EU 
hopes to protect itself from the rapidly spreading virus 
that has killed more than 60 people in Asia. Although the 
virus primarily affects and is spread by birds, it has mani-
fested itself in humans in Russia, Mongolia, China, 
Thailand, Vietnam, Indonesia, Kazakhstan, Turkey, and 
Romania, according to reports from the BBC. 
Medical experts believe that the disease current-
ly can only be spread from birds to humans. Humans can 
contract the disease though close contact with live infect-
ed birds. The birds excrete the virus in their feces, which 
dry, become dust, and are inhaled. The prevalence of the 
disease in Asia, where more than 120 cases of transmission 
have been recorded, is due to the fact that many house-
holds have domesticated birds that live inside their homes. 
Recently, however, concerns have spread 
throughout the world that the H5N1 flu virus rnight 
begin to mutate into a strain that can be transmitred from 
human to human. In Thailand, for example, experts 
believe that a young girl who had the H5Nl flu passed it 
on to her mother; both individuals died from the virus. To 
date, all of the cases where it is possible that the disease 
spread from human to human are also cases of many 
members of close farnily groups becorning ill. Therefore, 
it is difficult to determine whether the family members 
contracted the disease from each other, or whether they 
were simply exposed to the same infected bird. 
In the past few decades, a number of life-threat-
ening and new infectious diseases have emerged, including 
AIDS, Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS), West 
Nile virus, Lyme disease, Hantavirus pulmonary syn-
drome, Ebola virus, and drug resistant strains of malaria 
and tuberculosis. According to a 1996 study published in 
Bioscience, infectious diseases are the leading cause of 
death in the world, accounting for more than 22 million 
deaths per year, represeoting 37 percent of total global 
mortality. 
"The fear is that the virus could 
exchange genes with a human flu virus 
if an individual was simultaneously 
infected with both. Under these cir-
cumstances, doctors and epidemiolo-
gists fear that the disease would spread 
rapidly from h uman to human." 
Many experts believe that the avian flu, an infec-
tious disease that emerged in 1997 in Hong Kong, has the 
potential to be particularly devastating. The fear is that 
the virus could exchange genes with a human flu virus if 
an individual was simultaneously infected with both. 
Under these circumstances, doctors and epiderniologists 
fear that the disease would spread rapidly from human to 
human. The 1918 flu pandernic, which killed 100 million 
people and is the most devastating epidemic ever record-
ed, was recently discovered to have originated as an avian 
flu virus. According to National Geographie, experts 
believe that between 180 and 360 million deaths would 
occur across the globe as a result of the avian flu. 
The avian flu, similar to the 1918 Spanish flu, is 
particularly dangerous in that it operates differently than 
the ordinary flu virus. This breed of the virus destroys Jung 
tissue, which results in a severe autoimmune response that 
drowns the lungs in hemorrhage. The ordinary flu virus, 
which circulates the globe every winter, destroys the cells 
in the body's upper respiratory tract, so the individual is 
less protected against airborne germs. Healthy young 
adults are least likely to dje from this type of flu because 
their immune systems are usually strong enough to resist 
bacterial infection. However, the avian flu is a "direct 
killer," meaning it is able to kill its host rather than simply 
compromising immune function. This means that all age 
groups are equally threatened by it. Symptoms are similar 
to the regular flu vin}s and include fever, malaise, sore 
throat, cough, and conjunctivitis. The H5N1 flu has killed 
approximately 50 percentofall the humans who have con-
tracted it so far. 
Thai birds being culled 
The World Health Organization plan stipulates 
that as soon as a virus that spreads from human to human 
has been detected, immediate quarantine will take place in 
that area, prohibiting travel to and from the restricted 
zone. The fear that the disease will be spread especially 
quickly is due to the increased mobility of world popula-
tions. According to National Geographie, "The last pan-
dernic, [the Hong Kong flu which killed 750,000} in 1968, 
took a year to spread around the world. More than three 
decades later, increased jet travel could halve that time-
lirniting the opportunity for slowing the spread with a vac-
cine." For now, health officials across the globe are doing 
all that they can to stop the disease from mutating into a 
strain that would threaten the lives of up to 360 million 
people. 
Once the virus has mutated into a strain that can 
be spread from human to human, it will take between four 
and six months to create a vaccine that will combat the 
disease. · Various precautionary measures are already in 
place to lirnit the nurober of deaths during this period. 
The EU ban on the importation of wild birds is one such 
measure. Throughout Asia, millions of birds have been 
culled in attempts to stop the virus from spreading from 
bird to bird across the globe. Additionally, prototypes for 
an avian flu vaccine are being developed in both Hungary 
and the US. The vaccine has proven effective in the treat-
ment of the virus strain that is transmitted from birds to 
humans, but it is impossible for scientists to develop a eure 
for the flu that will potentially travel from human to 
human, as the virus has not yet evolved to that point. 
Governments across the world arealso stockpil-
ing the prescription drugs Tarniflu and Relenza, which 
have been proven to !essen the severity of the flu if taken 
within the first 48 hours of symptoms. In the US, some 
physicians are recommending individuals purchase 
D on't miss Flashmonster! 
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enough Tarniflu for each member of their households. A 
full course ofTamiflu consists of ten pills over fi.ve days 
and costs between S80 and S90. However, in an interview 
with Newsweek, the director of the CDC claims that 
stockpiling of medication is "a complete misdirection of 
energy," stating, "There is no evidence that it will make a 
difference if we are hit with a pandemic." Nevertheless, 
the United States is quite invested in stockpiling Tarniflu. 
Safe estimates suggest that the US should have at least 60 
million doses of the drug, enough for 20 to 30 percent of 
the population. According to the CDC, there are current-
ly 2.3 million doses on hand and 2 million more are sched-
uled to arrive within the coming months. 




This October, the Student Labor Dialogue, a TLS proj-
ect designed to educate and advocate fair Iabor practices 
at the college, was primarily responsible for organizing 
two rallies with Bard's Buildings and Grounds workers 
in protest of the adrninistration's inertia on the issue of 
health care. At least thirty students participated in each 
rally, which began at the Campus Center and proceeded 
up to Ludlow, where the groups demonstrated for a bet-
ter health care benefi.ts plan. Each rally was relatively 
brief, spanning only the lunch break of the B&G work-
ers. 
According to the contract between Service 
Employees International Union and Bard, the college 
was supposed to maintain ongoing negotiations of the 
B&G workers health care package within the contractu-
al term. Bard stopped negotiations after a ce;tain point, 
leaving B&G workers at an impasse. The main point of 
dispute was the cost of the family plan under which 
B&G workers--""--' healtiu•et..+- ' MAa 1 yw~ 1 --
their dependents. 
During tJ-le last contract negotiations, the col-
lege set up a tier system for benefi.ts so that people who 
earn less pay less for the same health care that people 
who make more pay more for. The divide between the 
fust and second tierwas set at the $35 thousand income 
bracket. This nurober was considered too low by the 
SEIU, the B&G workers, as weil as the members of the 
Student Labor Dialogue. 
On Friday, October 21, the college conceded to 
demands of the workers and raised the cut-offline to 
S40 thousand, so that any Bard employee earning up to 
and including S40 thousand a year pays the same price 
for their farnily's health care. An estimated 15 to 20 
families were positively effected by this change. 
Josh Klein-Kuhn, one of the main student 
organizers, is very pleased with the outcome but is still 
looking for more. "This is a huge step on the college's 
part, and I hope it has far-reaching effects," Klein-Kuhn 
told the Observer. "I think some groups on campus even 
more marginalized than the B&G workers-for exam-
ple, the clerical staff. This is definitely an awesome step, 
but given .that the college generally preaches ideals of 
social responsibility and understanding I think that 
there needs to be more giving, more generosity-more 
action in line with the spirit of the college." 
lMpRoV for .MoNsTeRs! 
Friday the 4th 
NINE PM 
Bard Hall 
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English As a Second Language... · 
... Anä a flrst-hand way of connecting w1th the outside world 
BY R OBIN KlLMER 
Twice a week, on Mondays and Thursdays, St. Paul's 
Evangelical Lutheran Church becomes the multicultural 
and inteilectual hub of Red Hook when it houses English 
as a Second Language classes. ESL, which is funded by 
TLS and MLP, was started six years ago by Kate Grim-
Feinberg ('04) and has maintained a preseoce at St. Paul's 
ever since. 
The center in Red Hook is run solely by stu-
dents, making their dedication an essential part ofits exis-
tence. Currently, the two students in charge of operaring 
and administrating the project are senior Sara Carnachon 
and junior Elisa Ureiia. Each offered a different explana-
tion as to why they started teaching. "I decided to come 
because I was fed up with being in the Bard bubble," 
explains Carnachon. For her part, Ureiia says she "knew 
nothingabout other cultures in the town . I was interest-
ly, and teachers usually find themselves working with a 
different studcnt eacp time they go to dass. There is also 
disparity in levels of experience-some students come to 
the center not knowing any English and must be taught 
the basics. 
Teachers are willing to try any method to make 
the learning process more engaging. As students progress, 
they might be encouraged to collaborate with their teach-
ers to writc stories. Sometimes advanced students are 
assigned to read celebrity magazines or artides in the New 
York Times and summarize them to their teacher. 
Problems always arise when teaching. As 
Carnachon says, "It's achallenge to work with people your 
own age with different life experiences, but you always 
find a common ground." Teachers consistently find that 
they don't know as much as they fust expect. "You start 
learning that you don't know anything about the English 
language," explains Ureiia. It is hard to teil a student that 
you don't know why the past tense of some verbs, like 
'cooked,' end in 'ed,' 
ed in exploring the 
demographic perspec-
tive of Red Hook." As 
At St. Paul's one can find representatives while oth~!rs, like 'ate,' 
fi a1J h · h { bear no resemblance to 
a teacher at the center, 
I can confum that St. 
rom emlsp eres 0 the world, four their present tense 
continents spanning countless miles bod- counterparts. 
Paul's church is the • ' Luckily, students are 
main place in Red leS of water, Janguages, regimes, reJigions able to forgive the 
Hook where one can and histories· there have be n tud t supe~fluities of the 
find cross-cultural ' e S en S English language and 
mingling that doesn't from Morocco, China, Mexico ... Tibet, learn regardless. 
involve the consump- N aJ Ar . p . . Eduardo, a construc-
tion of Chinese ep ' gentlna, eru, the Domlnlcan tion worker, has been 
(Gol_den Wok) or Republic, Nicaragua and Guatemala. coming to classes for 
Mex1can (La three years and is con-
Mexicana) food. At St. Paul's one can find representatives versationally fluent. To 
from all hemispheres of the world, four continents span- get a concept of how he, as someone from a different cul-
ning countless miles, bodies of water, languages, regimes, ture, perceived his Bardian/hippy/ American/mostly 
religions and histories; there have been students from female teachers, I asked him if he thought they were 
M orocco, China, Mexico (many from Oaxaca), Tibet, weird . "They're not weird ... weil yeah, very weird," was the 
Nepal, Argentina, Peru, the Dominican Republic, response. 
Ni"caragua and Guatemala. For the most part, these peo- Thc ESL ccntcr is a cornucopia of cultural 
ple are i:nvisible-on the main drag of Red H ook, but they exchange and awkwardness. One encounter, related to me 
come out of the dishrooms, gas stations, restaurants, sta- by ?wen Thompson, involved Pen-Yen, whq came from 
blcs, farms and Buddhist centcrs of the area to learn China a }'9al'.ago to marry an Ameri~;:an~and Lama Tatop, 
English. a Buddhist monk from Tibet. The introduction remained 
Another volunteer, Junior Isabel Hoyos, whosc cordial until it came to place of origin. It was established 
family is from Colombia, was inspircd to teach due to her that Pen-Yen was from China, and Tatop said that he was 
own experience in learning English. "I was in ESL dass f_rom Tibet. This immediately removed friendly introduc-
as weil ... so the experience is like giving back for mc," she t:lons and placed thß two in the realm of political debate, 
says. Ureiia, from the Dominican Republic, also recalls her conducted in broken _English. "So you are from China?" 
ESL classes, where kids were unruly and uninterested in as_ked Pen-Yen. Tat?P• aware of the fact that China owned 
learning. The experience in Red Hook, however, is one of T1bet but not want:lng to deny his origin, insisted that he 
mutual interest and enthusiasm 011 the part of thc teach- was from Tibet, despite Pen-Yen's argument that "China is 
ers and students. "What kept me going was seeing stu- very good." Since then, the subject ofChina and Tibet has 
dents actually want to learn ... they take time out of their not been brought up, and the two maintain a friendly rela-
tives after work to Jearn." The most perplexing part? tionship, though political discussions are always engaging 
"They ask for homework,'' says Ureiia. Carnachon also at the ESL center. 
suggests that students might have another reason to come . . The _learning and teaching process is full of small 
to classes: "The only interaction they get outside of work victor_Ies, not JUSt through introductions and cross cultural 
and home is ESL." · expenences. Pen-Yen recently had a successful trip to the 
Such positive behavior from the students ease the 
setbacks experienced by teachers. A common frustration 
is attendance. "Attendance is always unpredictable," says 
Ureiia. Frequently, there are disproportionate numbers of 
teachers and students. There are many students and not 
always enough teachers to provide individual attention, 
which discourages some students from returning. Many 
students cannot come all the time due to work and fami-
C ORRECTION 
In our last issue we published an article by Adriane Raff 
Corwin which, due to editorial oversight, contained two 
errors. The title, which read "Bhopal Activist Labeled 
'Terrorist; Given Four Year Jail Sentence," should have 
read "Bhopal Activist Labeled Terrorist; Given Four 
Month Jail Sentence." Also, the end of the article was 
cut short.The last paragraph should have read: 
'"As ehe days get doser and doser to Ocrober 20th, Diane is 
busywith speaking engagements. Her book, An Unreasonable 
Woman: A True Story of Shrimpers, Politicos, Pollutcrs, and 
the Fight for Seadrift Texas, just came out. She is trying ro 
spread as much awareness as she can. But she is not going to 
go to jail. She has decided to abscond from justice herself until 
Anderson owns up to ehe charges against him in lndia_Right 
now she is outside ofTexas, but the minute she arrives back 
home she can be arrested. Diane's supporters must now wait 
ro see if Texas will send an extradition request ro wharever 
state Diane is in." 
Our appologies to Adriane. 
IGA, when she was able to ask where the vitamins were 
located. There were obstacles due to her unique English, 
w.hich she acknowledges is "a li ttle funny," bu t she came 
out of the grocery store with the vitamin C and Cod Li ver 
Oil tablets she wanted. The confide nce and ability to buy 
something in a grocery store is an act of personal agency 
that most of us take for granted, but for many ESL stu-
dents, it is a small triumph. 
}USTINE SALTON 
While we were going to press we learned of the death 
of one of B<ud's beloved professors. Justine Salton was 
a fairly oew addition to the Bard community, but she 
bad already become a fa':orite of many students and a 
part of many of our lives. She will be dearly missed. 
Justine received her undergraduate degree at 
Hampshire College and her Ph.D. at The City 
University ofNew York. She specialized in ecology and 
evolutionary biology, which she excelled at teaching--
even to humanities-minded Bard students. 
She is survived by her husband, Raphael 
Allison, a faculty member in the Master of Arts in 
Teaching program, who has also taught in the 
Language and Thinking program. She was thirty-three. 
Our hearts go out to her family and anyone 
who was touched by her passing. 
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The Bunsen 
Burner . 
BY CHRJSTINE NIELSEN 
For this edition of the Bunsen Burner, l've decided to 
share some knowelge on that monster of legend and 
real-life, the giant squid. The giant squid made head-
lines last month when scientists unanimously declared 
it to be "the coolest thing ever." And while that quota-
tion is fictional, one thing's for sure: the giant squid 
isn't. Tsunerni Kubodera of the National Science 
Museum in Tokyo and Kyoichi Mori of the Ogasawara 
Whale Watehing Association know this better than 
aoyone; they were the fust people to photograph the 
behemoth in its nat:ll!al habitat--nearly 3,000 feet 
beneath the surface of the North Pacific Oce~. 
Giant squids (Architeuthis dux) are often 
reported to be absurdly !arger than we know them to 
be--misinformation that seems ridiculous given how 
impressive the truth is. Based on specimens found in 
the stomachs of sperm whales (the giant squid's main 
adversary), and on a few specimens washed ashore, . 
adult female giant squids are thought to span around 45 
feet and weigh close to 600 pounds, including tentacles. 
Counting just the body, they can reach somewhere _ 
between seven and eight feet. They have no booes, eyes 
the size of basketballs, beaks like birds, and suckers on 
their powerful arms, which leave permanent marks on 
the whales they tussle with. Plus, they reproduce by the 
male inseminating the head of the female. Nature has 
certainly produced stranger creatures, but the giant 
squid is up there. 
Kubodera and Mori's report, published this 
September, answered a long-standing question about 
the disposition of the colossal creat:ll!e. "Architeuthis 
appears to be a mucli more active predator than previ-
ously suspected, using its elongated feeding tentacles to 
strike and tangle prey," the Japanese scientists write. In 
order to trackdown an Architeuthis to photograph, the 
team foilowed a group of sperm whales, then cast down 
a line with both a camera and a piece ofbait attached. 
A different advancement in the study of 
squids, though similar to Kubodera and Mori's, 
occurred in 2001,- when a submarine in the Gulf of 
Mexico captured video footage of another large squid, 
as yet unclassified. Whereas most squids use jet propul-
sion to move (sucking water into themselves and 
expelling it all at once), these propel themselves using 
giant wings on the sides of their heads. Their arms are 
also different from those of most squids: instead of 
muscular nat:ll!al weapons, these ghostly creatures have 
wispy tentacles ten times Ionger than the body of the 
squid, which trail behind them. 
The giant squid is neither the mostbizarre nor 
even the largest of the ~quids. Mesonychotenthis 
hamiltoni, an Antarctic cousin, is estimated to be near-
ly twice as large, with a combination of suckers and 
swiveling hooks on its arms. However, giant squids are 
the stuff of legend. Only now the "squid of ·colossal 
dimensions" captured in the text of 2000 Leagues 
Under the Sea has been captured in image--at just 
about that depth. 
Local Taxpayers Funding Larger Share ofToxic Clean-up 
BY MICHAEL RUBIN 
Calls from local officials to restore federal funding to 
clean-up programs for toxic waste sites in and around 
Dutchess County are unlikely to be heard at the federal 
level, according to Dutchess County Legislator Joel Tyner 
(D). The Hazardous Substances Trust Fund, or 
"Superfund," a federally funded program designed to clean 
up toxic sites, has experienced dwindling support at the 
federallevel. In response, Tyner is trying to renew inter-
est in efforts to clean-up sites in and around the rnid-
Hudson Valley. 
"A report by the New York based 
Citizens' Environmental Coalition 
indicated that fimding for the federal 
SuperfUnd program has increasingly 
been put on the shoulders of local tax-
payers instead of polluters." 
A report by the New York based Citizens' 
Environmental Coalition indicated that funding for the 
federal Superfund program has increasingly been put on 
the shoulders of local taxpayers instead of polluters. This 
has been the trend since 1995, when Congress failed to 
No Child Left 
Without a Laptop 
BY HENRY CASEY 
renew the provision of th; Superfund that would force 
polluters to pay for environmental offenses. In 1993, the 
private sector was responsible for nearly 80 percent of 
financing. Mter abandoning the policy of "polluter pays" 
in 1995, however, corporate and petroleuro taxes became 
responsible for funding. The trend continued in 2002, 
when President George W. Bush refused to renew a cor-
porate tax for cases whf!re the polluter was unable to pay, 
instead opting to fmance the program through general 
revenues. 
The Superfund was originally created as a tem-
porary response to increased awareness of toxic sites, 
specifically Love Canal, New York in 1978. At Love 
Canal, The Hooker Electrochemical Company dumped 
21,800 tons of waste in canal trenches outside of the 
Niagara Falls region throughout the 1940s. Significant 
media attention prompted the Environmental Proteerion 
Agency (EPA) to implement the Superfund to deter toxic 
polluters and identif)r specific sites for cleanup. 
Four designated toxic sites remain in Dutchess 
County, according to the EPA's National Priority List. 
These include groundwater contamination in both East 
Fishkill and Hyde Park. In some cases, the sites remain 
contaminated decades after being designated toxic. 
Legislator Tyner submitred a resolution on 
September 30 requesting that state and federal authorities 
"reinstate federal Superfund fi~es on polluters." The reso-
lution indicated that taxpayer funds have increased 300 
Major US companies are also involved with the project, 
such as computer chip maker AMD, Internet entity 
Google, Rupert Murdoch's über-parent corporation News 
Corp and Linux software developers Red Hat. 
According to an article on MIT's news website, 
Negroponte has been working on the plan for the cheap 
Iaptop since 1999. How did Negroponte pull offsuch a 
bargain? Much is to be said about the plans of getting 
parts on the cheap. For example, as is stated on the web-
site, "The flist-generation machine may use a novel, dual-
mode LCD display commonly found in inexpensive D VD 
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Recently, the town of Fishkill's name has 
taken on a more literal meaning 
percent since 1995, while corporate responsibilities have 
continued to decrease. His stance. comes at the peak of the 
local election season, and response has been scarce from 
other Hudson valley officials. Tyner said that so close to 
elections, "people have other things on their mind[s]" and 
that he's not "getting any response" in regards to the reso-
lution. He speculated that local residents rnight not be 
inclined to talk about nearby contaminated sites because 
"it affects their property values." Any change in the feder-
al financing of the program will have to come from the 
President, a move that does not seem likely considering 
past efforts to move away from private sector support of 
the Superfund. 
in an attempt to have the program roll out in 
Massachusetts by Fall2007. 
The mass release of the Iaptops is the biggest 
concern to Negroponte, as the production Ievels that have 
been thought up are extraordinary. "The biggest hurdle 
will be manufacturing 100 million of anything. This is not 
just a supply-chain problem, but also a design problem,"he 
said. "The scale is daunting, but I find myself amazed at 
what some companies are proposing to us. lt feels as 
though at least half the problems are being solved by mere 
resolve."The preliminary schedule for the Iaptops indicat-
eds a release date oflate 2006 to early 2007. 
Bringing the laptop home engages the family. In one 
Cambodian village where we have been working, there is 
no electricity, thus the laptop is, among other things, the 
brightest light source in the home. bright sunlight, and at four times the ,----------....----.-~~....-..,....---,....----,..,..--"......,....-.----. 
- Niebolas Negroponte normal resolution--all at a cost of 
approximately 135. "The display alone 
With hisplan for a SlOO Iaptop meant for citizens of third is a primary reason for the low cost. 
world countries who carmot afford your average comput- The computers look to be on 
er, Niebolas Negroponte has placed hirnself in contention the cutring edge ofbudget technology, 
to be one of the next big names in computing. from the rninutia of the monitor to the 
Negroponte, the founding chairman of MIT's Media complexity of the electricity. The lap-
Laboratory, could quite possibly turn out to be a techno- top can be powered by electricity, but 
logical Colossus like Gates, Jobs or Google-and achieve even when deprived of that luxury, 
that status with purely philanthropic goals. He is current- owners may power their computer by 
ly working to implement his design with Joe Jacobson, turning a crank. When the laptop's 
serial entrepreneur, co-founder and director of E lnk (a battery dies, you insert a "hand-crank 
corporate entity with the goal of constructing a digital generator" into the side of the Iaptop 
form of paper that is already being lauded by Fortune and and turn that crank. Now you've got 
Popular Science), and Seymour Papert, MIT professor, some battery life--enough to end that 
one of the world's leading theorists on child learning and email you were sending. 
author of books such as That takes care of 
Mindstorms: Children, the electricity missing in 
Computers, and Power.ful an impoverished environ-
Ideas. ment, but what about the 
Why is it so impor- Internet? Nergoponte's got 
tant to Negroponte that that covered too: '1Nhen 
children who cannot afford these machines popout of 
Iaptops get Iaptops? On the the box, they will malce a 
laptop's webpage (http://lap- mesh network of their 
top.media.mit.edu/) he says own, peer-to-peer. This is 
that "One does not think of ,. -- - -- - - - .,
1 
so mething initially devel-
[the laptops as} community \ oped at MIT and the 
pencils-kids [will] have j Media Lab. We are also 
their own. They are tools to , ---..) exploring ways to connect 
think with, sufiidently inex- '·- - -.:::-.......- them ·to the backbone of 
pensive to be used for work -..:.... - - --- the Internet at vel)' low 
and play, drawing, writing, cost." These computers 
and mathematics. A com- will have all of the features 
purer can be the same, but When shut, the laptop is its o~n of an average Iaptop. 
far more power.ful. durable carrying case According to Negroponte, 
Furthermore, there are the Linux-based, full-
many reasons it is important for a child to 'own' some- color, full-screen Iaptops can do any-
thing-like a Football, doll, or book-not the least of thing a regular Iaptop can do except 
which being that these belongings will be well-maintained store huge amounts of data. 
through love and care." Developing nations are not 
The big unveiling ceremony for the model took the only people interested in the pro-
place as the Keynote Address at the Technology Review gram-even Governor Mitt Romney 
Magazine Ernerging Technologies Conference, on of Massachusetts is looking to get the 
September 27 at MIT. Talks have been going on with edu- children of his state in on the pro-· 
cation ministers in Thailand, Brazil and Egypt, all of gram. Recently, he announced a plan 
whom have already expressed interest in the computers. to invest S54 million into the project 
Didn't think so. 
Are you mad a hell and ready to tell the Republicans to shove 
it? Sand tham a mesaage on Tuesday-elect a Oemocratic 
majority in Red Hook for the firsttime ever-and you'll .care the 
Repubßcana from here to Washington. Ves-the(rw watehing 
every town across the country to see if you're going to go aJong 
with their program or-try to atop tham! 
You have the powert A quartet of Red Hook!Tivoli 
Democratic voters are at Bard-over 500-and this election will 
llkety be declded by less than 100 votes! Bard votera can declde 
thla electlon-Bard voters can change the Mureofthis little 
town, and that means the fut\1'9 of Bard, too. But you gotta vote. 
Locals are calling the Damocratlc Team of Ertn Cannan 
and HarTy Colgan (Town CounciQ, Laurle Nah (Town Clerl<), 
Jonah Trtebwasaer (Town Justice), and Vlcky Perry (County 
Legislature) "some of the best candidates seen here in years." And 
Erfn CaniBI is Bard's Dean of Students and will make sure Bard 
becomes a real part of the Town. They aJI need your support! 
Red Hook needs you! 
Piease VOTE Nov. Sth! 
~ ""IIUJirDm Klbit 1D St .ltlhn'IID WJfl ..,., 3D~ an lhe hlllf 
hDw n..lly#IGK B, ~ Will ...,.lldroatdlms.com lrJr "... 
L----------------------------------------------------------------~ 
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Pakistan. Still DesP.era!e for Waning Support for Iraq War 
More A1d After Mass1ve ~ake false reports of nonexistent weapons of 
BY KATHERINE AL]INOVIC 
On Ocrober 8, a 7.6 magnitude earthquake 
leveled towns and villages in northern 
Pakistan and Pakistan-administered 
Kashrnir, killing an estimated 80,000 peo-
ple and injuring countless more. 
Aftershecks and emissions of blue smoke 
from the mountains have terrified the 
many Pakistanis and are forcing citizens, 
made homeless by the devastating earth-
quake, to evacuate to safer places. Reports 
indicate that many villages in the more 
While these serious relief efforts BY D ANIEL CLINE mass destruction, and which continues to 
are underway, problems are ernerging as incur increasingly heavy costs, how can our 
the window to reach earthquake survivors As of last week, the number of American adrninistration hope to stay the course? 
in the remote mountains and high valleys soldiers killed in lraq has surpassed two The answer lies in the war of information. 
of quake-hit Pakistan is fas t closing with thousand and the war's civilian causalities "The media has been sucker-
the onset of cold weather. In Kashmir, are placed as high as forty thousand. The punched completely by this adrninistra-
thousands of survivors are stranded in insurgent violence that spiked around the tion," said Robert Scheer of The Los 
remote mountain valleys ne~ the ceasefue January 30 elections . . Angeles Times. 
line between India and Pakistan, hemmed of the TNA has con- Rice SaJd that, although D eceiving and 
in by landslides on one side and the heavi- ~inued with bomb- [Syria and Iran} are unot an strong-arming the 
ly militarized boundary on the other. It is wgs and attacks on the d " h (({d , J American press, the · d h h d a ed d agen a, s e L, oesn t ·u d . . est1mate t at t ousan s may still need rm convoys an . . m1 tary a mimstra-
relief and assistance, and the struggle to shows no sign of th1nk the pres1dent ever takes tion has made it 
reach them has become increasingly slowing. In fact, of any of his options off the manifest who will 
i m p 0 r t a n t . the 2,000 dead, over . . "set the agenda." 
Furthermore, it one third was killed table concernmg anythmg to Many media critics 
appears that losses i~ the ten mo.nths _da with military force." complain that the use 
and devastation smce the electwns. of embedded jour-
from the earthquake The. Iraqi resistance does not appear to be nalism has led to war coverage that more 
are far worse than foldmg, but rather accelerating its opera- resembles military propaganda than news. 
had first been tions, while the administration remains Though the adrninistration strug-
thought, and that 2.3 quiet. gles toresist Vietnam parnllels, the connec-
million people may . In an .address to the Senate tion is drawn by more and more people the 
require food aid to Fore1gn Relations committee last Ionger the lraq war goes on. Last election 
get through winter, a Wednesday, October 19, National Security cycle John Kerry said lraq is "not Vietnam 
daunting number. Advisor Co~doleezza Rice was unable to yet. I underscore yet." A year and a half 
Indeed, six out of the answer many questions. In regards to the later, however, America remains embroiled 
nine districts affect- possibilities of military action against Syria in lraq, and the primary advice from the 
ed by the earthquake and Iran, Rice said that, although they are National Security Advisor is, stoically, stay 
A P
,_ '-'stam· · hi child f h d . were already in the "not on the agenda," she "[doesn't] think the course. . äJU man carnes s out o t e estructwn . . . " • most food insecure the pres1dent ever takes any of his opt:J.ons I don t _know how to speculate 
remote areas have been completdy obliter-
ated, while others may have suffered 95 
percent destruction. Now, three weeks after 
the disaster, people are still corning to 
terms with what happened, with relief 
efforts underway. Funher rumors of a 
pcnding volcanic eruption are adding to 
the terror. 
Massive relief efforts have been 
underway, and there are over 1,000 tons of 
relief supplies already in Pakistan. The 
United Nations High Commissioner for 
Rcfugces (UNHCR) is currently working 
with the Pakistani military, the UN Joint 
Logisries Cell and other partncrs to get 
thcse materials distributed to those in necd 
as quickly as possible. Over a dozen tem-
porary camps have also been officially 
cstablished for survivors of the earthquake 
who are at lower elevations. In addition to 
official camps, spontaneaus settlements arc 
sprouting up all over the region and 
UNHCR continues to distribute relief 
items to those in immediate nced. In the 
higher and more remote regions impacted 
by the earthquake, supplies are being air-
liftcd to survivors by cargo planes from 
Turkey, France, Denmark, the United 
Kingdom, the United Statcs and ltaly. This 
kind of joint airlift is unprecedented and 
reflects the magnitude of the cfforts to help 
those impacted by this disaster. Airlifts 
began on October 19 and have already 
delivered a total of 860 tons of blankets, 
mattresses, and food items from stocks in 
Turkey. 
SICK OFTHE 
parts of Pakistan, where people depend on off the table concerning anything to do about what will happen ten years from 
subsistence farming, livestock and wage with military force ." Additionally, Rice now, but I do believe that we are moving on 
labor during the lean season. More than refused to submit any estimates regarding a course on which Iraqi security forces are 
half of rural households surveyed lost a11 or an end to the war because "even to try and rather rapidly able to take care of their own 
most of thcir grain stocks, and it appears speculate on how many years from now security concerns," she said. It is this 
that a comparable amount of livestock was there will be a certain number of American course, toward the . establishment of 
killed. In addition, many children were forces [ would not be] appropriate." In fact, • Provincial Reconstruction Teams, along 
found to be suffering from diarrhea or rcs- Rice could not even deny the possibility of with the operation of the provisional dem-
piratory illnesses, suggesting that a rapid ten more years in 
increase in cases of acute malnutrition Iraq. In order to fm-
could be imminent. While the United ish this war it appears 
Nations World Food Programm~ appealed new measures may be 
for $56 million to provide emergency food necessary; however, as 
relief for one rnillion of the worst affected to the administration's 
people for six months, it now appears that s~ecific plans, Rice 
this figure may be revised on the basis of d1d not elaborate. 
the above assessments. Rice's main consola-
Providing some hope, however, is tion for the prospect 
India's reccnt donation of $28 million to of another decade of 
Pakistan's earthquake appeal. This is one of war was: "The terror-
the largest donations ever between the ists want us to get dis-
nuclear rivals and speaks to the magnitude couraged and quit. 
of the disaster, as weil as the desperate need They believe we do 
for relief. This donation is a rninor break- not have the will to 
through in relations between the two see this through." 
states, which are seeking to overcome old H o w e v e r, 
animosities in this time of crisis . While the American people 
Rice speaks for the Pres, but she's not saying much 
India also offered helicopters to assist with have become less receptive to this rhetoric. 
the airlifts, Pakistan would only accept this In fact, for the· first time in the 31-month 
offer if the helicopters were not manned by ca~p~ign, polls. are indicating that a 
Indian air crcws, a proposal that was maJonty of Amencans have become dissat-
refused. The two countries have also begun isfied with t.he war. A Gallup Poil released 
to talk in Islamabad about opening a limit- May 1 of th1s year reported that 57 percent 
ed numbcr of cross points in Kashmir, but of polled individuals said that they believed 
nothing has been resolved. Updates contin- that going into Iraq was not worth its sub-
ue to pour in as cfforts continue to trans- sequent costs. In the face of ebbing public 
port aid to the worst affected arcas. support for a war which was founded on 
ocratic government that the Bush adrninis-
tration promises will pave the way for an 
eventual American withdrawal. This exit 
strategy, Rice argued, is visible in its suc-
cesses in the rebuilding of Mghanistan. 
But after so many months and casualties it 
seems that the American people are find-
ing discontent in the rift between rhetoric 
and reality. 
If you find yourself saying "It is so ridiculous that 
nobody on this campus knows about..." 
BARD 
~ 
If you are passionate about your politics 
If you believe that an informed public is necessary for 
the success of democracy 
laUiaBJLE 0 
THENPOP IT. 
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If you can write, want to write, want to see your words 
on the page, want to say something to the students 
and staff of Bard 
Then there is no reason not to come to our 
staff meeting, this and every Thursday. 
8pm. The basement ofTewks. 
Cronenberg' s 
Violent Tendencies 
BY ToM HausEMAN 
Most people haven't heard ofDavid Cronenberg; after all, 
he isn't a hausehold name. But fans of psychological 
thrillers will definitely knöw his work, as Cronenberg is 
one of the best in the business at freaking out aud.iences 
everywhere. His most weil known films include the 80s 
remake of The F!y, and the recent Ralph Feinnes-starrer 
Spider. Both were intense, edge-of-your-seat thrill rides 
that d.idn't resort to the usual cliches ofHollywood horror 
flicks. Those farniliar with the man and his films will cer-
tainly be surprised by his newest film,A History oJViolence, 
starring Viggo Mortenson and Maria Bello. Cronenberg's 
latest is very different from his psychological thrillers of 
old, mainly because it isn't psychological. 1t doesn't make 
About Forty 
Megafonzis 
Short of Groovy 
BY DANIEL CLINE 
I would like to acknowledge my strenuous antipathy for 
the unfortunately popular trend of converting movies into 
video games. That being said, I would also like to 
acknowledge my strenuous affinity for all things Evil Dead 
which allows me to overlook this concern. 
Released September 13th, Evil Dead: 
Regeneration is the third installrnent in the video game 
series adapted from Sam Raimi's cult masterpiece The 
Evil Dead. Following the unplayable collective of bugs 
and programmer malfeasance that constituted the first 
installment, Evil Dead· Hai/ to the King (PSl, released in 
2000), and the amusing yet mediocre 
entertainment that the second installrnent, 
Evil Dead: Fistful of Boomstick (PS2, 
released 2003), Regeneration has very little 
to live up to. 
The "plot" of Regeneration begins 
with Ash (voice-acted by Bruce Campbell) 
institutionalized for d.ismembering his var-
ious acquaintances at the cabin of the first 
two films. Naturally a flashhack ensues, 
faithfully recreating scenes, much to my 
nostalgic contentment. The story contin-
~es in Sunny Meadows Asylum where the 
• warden has been wooed by the dark power 
of the Necronornicon who unleashes its 
demons into the world of the living. The 
asylum warden, Dr. Reinhard, serves as 
Ash's nemesis in Regeneration and is coin-
cidently a mad scientist who is morbidly 
fixated on both the occult and flaunting 
his impeccable German accent. The story 
proceeds through the predictable circles of 
hell, though not through time as in Fistful 
oJ Boomstick, by way of one-eyed hell 
mouths that expel the heroes through its 
audiences think too hard about what is going on, forcing 
them to put the pieces of the puzzle tagether as fast as 
Cronenberg can lay them down, which is pretty fast . 
When something happens in A History ofViolence, every-
one knows it, and nobody is left scratching their heads. 
The reason nobody is doing any head Scratching is because 
they're too busy hold.ing their breath; what it lacks in psy-
chology, A History of Violence definitely makes up for in 
suspense. The result is on.e of Cronenberg's best flims to 
date, as weil as one of the best movies of the year. 
Tom Stall (Viggo Mortenson) is just a regular 
guy, trying to manage a diner while taking care of his kids 
and wife Ed.ie (Maria Bello) and live a life as ordinary as 
possible. But after killing two men who try to rob his 
diner, and getting his face shown on every news channel in 
America, it seems Tom might have a past that is trying to 
catch up with him. A man named Carl Fogarty (Ed 
Harris) comes into his d.iner acting like he knows Tom and 
calling him Joey for some reason Tom can't (or won't) 
explain, and all of a sudden life is turned upside down for 
Tom and his farnily. 
evil anus. 
A History of Violence is an intense and 
fascinating exploration of what it means to 
be a family and how people handle vio-
lence when it comes into their lives. David 
Cronenberg has been lauded in some cir-
cles for his skilled d.irection, and now 
nobody can deny Cronenberg's ability. By 
keeping the action coming (not that A 
History oJ Violence is an action flim) and 
always leaving a few questions in the back 
of the aud.ience's mind, Cronenberg really 
does keep everyone on the edge of their 
seats. Every aspect of the film- the action, 
the drama, and especially the thrills- is 
executed superbly and never overdone. The 
sex scenes are weil clone, and succeed 
where other films fail, in that the sex 
relates to the plot aids in character devel-
opment. What is most remarkable about 
Despite the introduction of combo attacks, the 
combat seems even more streamlined than in the earlier 
games. The add.ition of an "inner evil meter" grants Ash 
the capacity to temporarily transform into a beefed-up 
dernon version of hirnself and allows him to move through 
crowds like an ICBM through hot butter. Thankfully 
Ash's chainsaw does not require gasoline to run (an atro-
cious feature of Hai/ to the King), nor, interestingly 
enough, does his shotgun require ammun.ition to fire. 
Although his arsenal see!f1S diminished since Fistful of 
Boomstick, it gets the job done. In add.ition to his cha.in-
saw and shotgun, Ash reveals a newfound penchant for 
dumpster diving, and he salvages Scorpion's harpoon 
launcher, a flamethrower and any self-respecting whaler's 
weapon of choice, the bomb-lance. Given the options and 
freedom that infinite arnrno affords, the · combat rarely 
feels monotonous. On the contrary, this is the carnage 
which (be~t evidenced in Ash's gory trademark: the inno-
vative finishing move) redeems the gameplay. Of course if 
d.iscovering various ways to deconstruct the bodies of the 
possessed is not your bag, this fact will be of little conso-
lation in a game which overall is fairly d.isappointing. 
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the film is its incredibly lifelike violence that is truly 
shocking and really adds to the film. 
One aspect that is often overlooked in 
Cronenberg's work is the acting, but the outstanding per-
formances in A History of Violence elevate it from others 
thriller to the status of a genuinely great movie. Viggo 
Mortenson, finally free from hobbits and horses, gives a 
very good performance as Tom, trying to mainta.in d.ign.i-
ty and keep his life and farnily tagether in the face of 
severe adversity. Ashton Holmes is surprisingly good in 
his feature film debut as Tom's son Jack, who is dealing 
with being a teenager while conflicted by emotions about 
his father. Ed Harris and William Hurt both have roles 
that are practically made for them, creepy and intimidat-
ing gangster types, which increases the film's suspenseful 
ambience. But the real standout in A History oJViolence is 
Maria Bello. Bello broke onto the big screen with an excel-
lent performance in The Coolerafter having spent most of 
her career on the show ER. Here Bello is given a challeng-
ing role, one filled with inner conflict and emotional tur-
moil, and gives her best performance yet, one worthy of 
any accolades it could receive. 
Not many people realize that A History oJViolence 
is based on a graphic novel. This is probably because it is 
very loosely based on its source text, and the ftlm's produc-
ers probably d.id not want their llirn to be classified as 
"another comic book movie" that shouldn't be taken seri-
ously. It is impossible not to take A History oJViolence seri-
ously, since it is incred.ibly suspenseful and dramatic. The 
script is great; writer Josh Olson never takes h.is subject 
too seriously, injecting the flim with some humor and 
plenty of action, all of which Cronenberg uses to his 
advantage. A History ofViolence is an outstanding film, sur-
passing other thrillers because it doesn't just shock the 
audience with cheep thrills, but evokes genuine emotions. 
Maybe, after experiencing A History oJViolence, more peo-
ple will know the name David Cronen~erg when they 
think about great film makers, 
The most significant alterations of tbe gameplay 
can be found in the dubious add.ition of the sidekick; Sam 
(voice-acted by Ted -Raimi) was the victim of a failed 
experiment which half-killed him in addition to endowing 
hirn with magical capacity and a very functional form of 
immortality. This character was designed to be annoying 
and in this endeavor the game's creators were regrettably 
successful. His incessant and unfunny banter alone was 
enough for me to play on mute. Though he assists Ash in 
combat and can be punted for various uses (as an explod-
ing projectile, a puzzle solution, a safe means of venting a 
personal sad.ism) I do not welcome Sam. He d.ilutes the 
hack and blast gameplay with uninspired mechanics. 
Furthermore, he primarily exists as a conduit of 
Regeneration's obligatory puzzles. Like most action adven-
ture games, R egeneration includes these stock puzzles 
(push the barre!, jump the ledge, get the key) in order to 
pad their garneplay. 
Finally Regeneration musters only six hours of 
gameplay and not a shred of bonus material, save for con-
cept art (which seems a waste of time considering the 
quality of the graphics). Perhaps I am being unfair. Some 
of the bonus features were video clips of recording ses-
sions, as though I was not content to 
hear Sam's monologues but had to see 
Ted Raimi read.ing the lines into a mic. 
Actually there was one gern among this 
detritus, a clip where Campbell unam-
biguously declares that the rumored 
sequel to ]ason vs. Freddy will in fact be 
]ason vs. Freddy vs. Ash. If this news 
excites you then ca1rn down, and ifit d.is-
tresses you then relax. However if it does 
not phase you stay the course, because 
Campbell makes it clear that it is in the 
hands of the lawyers: "they are in d.iscus-
sions right now. They're also trying to 
have peace in the Middle East." 
Evil Dead· Regeneration may 
only cost twenty dollars, butln retrospect 
I believe that money could have been 
better spent playing eighty games of 
Galaga in the game room. I do not rec-
ommend the purchase of this game 
except to the masochistic and diehard 
fans of the series and films. 
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Casey's. 
Deconstructions 
BY HENRY CASEY 
I've got a confession: when I'm away from Bard, 
in New York City, I buy CDs. I don't buy them 
regularly when I'm at Bard because I am without 
a car and don't like Amazon.com that much. Thi~ 
is the age of peer-to-peer networks: you can get 
anything you want online for free. From major 
alburns online several weeks before they come out 
to cracked versions of Photoshop, it's all there if 
you look hard enough. But I walk into the Kim's 
in St. Marks and throw some money on the 
counter for a couple of CDs. Why? Isn't it bad to 
support labels and the RIAA, etc.? Weil, it is bad 
ifl'm going to be polluting the world by being the 
millionth person to buy the new Jessica Simpson 
song, but if the purchase of CDs is clone selective-
ly, it is okay in my book. With the new alternative 
ofbuying music online via the iTunes Music Store 
(iTMS for short), where albums can sometimes 
be even eheaper than in stores, the motivation to 
buy CDs isn't that obvious. 
So why would I do that when I can just 
"steal" those same albums off the Internet? First 
and foremost I didn't say that I don't do both 
(wink, wink). Secondly, for bands like Radiohead 
and artists like Kanye West, I want the version of 
the album that the artist wants me to have. All too 
frequently there's something different between 
the iÖternet bootlegs and the studio releascd copy. 
Thirdly, buying CDs actually supports the artist, 
especially if the CDs are from an indie artist on 
an indie label (a glance to my shelf reminds me of 
labels like Stones Throw, Load Records, 
Definitive Jux, Merge and Sub-Pop). Even if the 
artist is signed to a big label who takes an unrea-
sonable sized piece of the profits, buying the CD 
proves to the record label that their investment in 
the artistwas the right choice. Then the artistwill 
continue to flourish thanks to more and more 
effort by the labe! to make their artist satisfied, 
stopping them from going to another deal at 
another Iabel. Fourth, I'll already know that the 
album is good from stealing it before I buy it. Like 
a test drive, stealing before purchasing has led me 
to buy surprisingly good records (like the new 
Sigur Ros) rather than what should have been 
money in the bank (anybody remernher Billy 
Corgan's TheFutureEmbrace? Hell, I was so 
ashamed that I deleted the rippcd version of the 
album off of my computer). 
Finally, I want the CD to stay alive. If the 
iTunes Music Store were any sort of physical 
store, I'd be telling you to burn that mother to the 
ground right now. Thankfully, it's not, so I'll just 
take the sane approach and give you some reasons 
to shop in stores. Now, my fellow Bard kids, don't 
think I'm going to start preaching some pro-cap-
italism, buy-buy-buy mentality. I'm just advocat-
ing physical stores in comparison to online stores. 
The experience of actually walking the 
aisles of a music store is therapeutic, just flipping 
through racks and racks of music, trying to find 
some UK only single that the Nine Inch Nails 
released. The process of making an online music 
purchase is so sterile that it feels like you're going 
through hotel records, rather than letting your 
fingers and your feet browse cultural history. 
The dominance of iTMS is also trou-
bling because it smacks of a future where there is 
only one vendor. I want choice! Fat Beats or 
Mondo Kim's, Bleeker Street Records or Other 
Music; there cannot be only one. 
With the sale of digital music on the 
rise, liner notes, the literature of music geeks 
everywhere (note: Dylan's book Chronides Vol. 1, 
Cash by Johnny Cash, and anything by Chuck 
Klosterman also fall into this category) are in dan-
ger of extinction. These little booklets packaged 
with CDs can contain artwork, lyrics, or messages 
from the artists, and they always contain at least 
some information on how the album was pro-
duced (or where to get such Information). 
Let me break this down even more sim-
ply. The difference between CDs and online-
bought-music is akin to that of a book and an 
Audio Book. The Iiner notes sold with your CD 
are more important than you might guess. The 
threat that iTMS carries is on par with the threat 
embodied by removing the page on which text is 
printed. I rue the day where we throw away the 
physical edifice of music, and it exists only as data 
flowing from one computer to another. 
In the last year, iTMS has decided to 
give away a PDF version of the liner notes along 
with the album, but that is 
not enough. These are only 
sold with new releases, and 
are in a different size format 
than those sold in compact 
discs. This difference makes 
it all the more difficult for 
fans to print out their own 
versions of the liner notes 
when they are away from 
their computers (which i& 
li.opefully most of their day). 
Another problern 
with having these ftles in 
digital form rather than 
paper form is that they are 
more apt to be lost if they 
are on your computer. The 
same holds true for the 
actual music you pay for on iTMS. If my laptop 
dies or the hard drive crashes, I want to know that 
I have the hard copies of my music collection held 
somewhere else. Nothing is more reliable than a 
CD kept inside a jewel case. Sure, they can require 
an anal-retentive amount of care, but it's worth it. 
CDs also feature the highest quality of audio in 
the market: audiophiles pride themselves on being 
able to teil the inherent difference between CD 
quality music and mp3s 
Some bandswill now release a short col-
lection of songs as a digital-only EP. Sadly, these 
are quality bands like Bloc Party, whose new 
release Two More Years EP is a simple pair of 
songs and worth the 1.50 they charge for it. 
When it comes to a special case like this, I'll buy 
it and then immediately burn a copy of the album 
onto CDR and use iTunes' print function to make 
a small printout of the album cover and track list 
Something I want to make clear is that 
while this artide might feel Contradietory with my 
last piece (about Fiona Apple's album, 
Extraordinary Machine printed in issue 3), this is 
not the case. Extraordinary Machine was, as I said 
in the article, a rare exception to how the industry 
works. For that record, I suggest you ask someone 
who you know has the original bootleg to burn 
you a copy onto a CD. 
A good thing to note about the shelf life 
of CDs is that there seems to be no new hardware 
format looming in the distance to take over. 
Admittedly, the industry could try and introduce 
a new format any day theywant, and relegate CDs 
to that small rack filled with cassette tapes in the 
corner of your local music emporium. This writer 
though, doubts that possibility. They tried the 
MiniDisc, which was Dead On Arrival, and 
unless they can find some way to .make alldigital 
albums created equal, you'll fmd me everyTuesday 
afternoon at the local record store browsing for 
something old, something new, and nothing 
Bluegrass. 
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Madonna, Pharell, and 
Gwen at it Again 
BY NICHOLAS UGBODE 
Madonna Hits the Dance Floor 
It's been just two years since her last album American Lift, and 
Madonna has returned to music with a vengeance. Her latest single is 
called "Hung Up," and it, along with the entire album, is anticipated 
to be totally dance oriented. Gonfessiam on a Dance Floor is scheduled 
tobe a non-stop uance album, and unlike anything Madonnahasever 
clone before. The release date is scheduled for November 15th. 
The first single "Hung Up," contains a sarnple from Abba's 
"Gimme Gimme Gimme" and embodies the whole disco motif, ifl've 
ever seen it, which is exactly what Madonna is going for with this 
album. The song Starts off a little monotone, but when the music and 
vocals fully kick in, it's a pretty decent track. The hook is, "Every little 
thing that you say or do/I'm hung up/I'm hung up on you/Waiting for 
your calVBaby night and dayll'm fed upll'm tired of waiting on you." 
Picture that embedded in an intense night-club/disco beat and you 
have the makings of Madonna's new song. Expect a full review after 
the album is released, but for more . information go to 
www.madonna.com. The video for "Hung Up" is scheduled for release 
any day now. 
Pharrell Williams and Gwen Stafani 
The dynamic duo of Pharrell Williams and Gwen Stefani has 
returned with a brand new song, "Can I have it Like That." Williams 
and Stefani liave already topped the music charts with the song, 
"Hollaback Girl," from 
Stefani's multi-platinum 
album Love.Angei.Music.Baby. 
This, however, is the first sin-
gle from Pharrell's own album 
In My Mind. The song, for 
which a music video has been 
released, is a testarnent to the 
musical genius that is Pharrell. 
The music video minimally 
features Stefani, as this is 
Pharrell's and not her song. 
One has to wonder, ifhe could 
produce amazing beats to 
number one smashes like 
Keli s' "Milkshake" and 
Stefani's "Hollaback Girl," 
what kind of tracks will per-
meate his own project. 
Pharrell's song "Can I Have it Like That," featuring the 
amazing Gwen Stefani is in true Pharrell style in that it features a 
down and dirty urban bass line and loads of 'ear licking' beats. The 
track features Pharrell harmonizing over an uodulating and vibrating 
beat as he intermittently asks "Can I have it like that?" with Gwen 
answering "You got it like that!" in her signature "homegirl meets . 
punk-rock chic" voice. The song definitely has potential, as Pharrell 
has proven hirnself multiple times as a great producer. The album, In 
My Mind, is split evenly; half of the 14 songs are rap songs and half 
are R&B. The release date for the CD, is November 15th, and, in 
addition to Stefani, features Jay-Z, and a plethora of others. 
The two CD's to be on the lookout for on November 15th 
are Pharrell's In My Mind and Madonna's Confessions on a Dance Floor. 
(Look out for more Pharrell & Stefani collaborations, as he is already 
in the studio working with her for her next, much anticipated solo 
project) . 
Last year the Observer put out a really 
cool FICTION Issu:E that was 
chock-full of student writing. We want 
to do it again, but in order to da so we 
need all of you talented writers to let us 
into your twisted psyches and SUBMIT 
your stories. The submission deadline is 
NOVEMBER 18TH. Allsubmissions 
should be sent to observerfic-
tion@gmail.com. If you have any 
qu~stions, email us or call our office at 
extension 7131. 
Shitting in the 
Confessional 
BY NoAH WESTON 
I feellike the indie rock crowd benefits from a steadier 
stream of respectable new releases than us rap listeners. 
It seems like every week, some daring unit of rock 
musicians named Ferret Party or Crying in My Soup or 
Whatever the Fuck will have dropped fourteen LPs 
worth of material, plus outtakes, live footage, and their 
own line of feminine napkins. Meanwhile, the most 
prominent MCs' release about one record per 
Presidential administration, if that frequently. This is 
not to say that rock's output becomes disposable by dint 
of higher volume, or that its rap counterpart gains 
greater value from its rarity. It's just fucking annoying, 
especially when, after long absences, MCs leave their 
"A" game on the bus and make us settle for a gilded 
trough of shitvomit. 
So when I initially heard that Reverend Run, 
a seminal figure in rap, was returning to the scene, I feit 
a twinge of excitement, but then a flood of disgust, 
recalling the abysmal Run DMC comeback, Crown 
Royal. Perhaps, though, he might surprise me and do 
something new or at least refine his old formulas. I 
mean, it is not like I expected him to ilip the script, or 
shut the game down, or pin the tail on the donkey. I just 
wanted an album I could play aloud without being 
embarrassed. Having gone through his new LP, 
Distortion, I am not embarrassed, just appalled. 
Let's begin with the album cover, which is a 
tragic collision of bad graphic design concepts. 
Reverend Run stands before New York in flames, but 
for some reason, he's dressed like Count Blackula in the 
middle of the angriest magic show you've ever seen. 
Inexplicably, he can also stand atop a heap of volcanic 
rock without fear of injury, so that he may enthrall the 
survivors of the apparent cataclysm with some of that 
old school rocking. 
By the record's end, you will wish that Run 
had spent less time costuming and developing superhu-
man heat tolerance, and more on making music worth 
listening to. You will also note that it took less than 
twenty-three minutes to come to that realization. 
Why? The record is less than twenty-three minutes 
long, which leads me to wonder why this album (yes, it 
was advertised as an album) took so long to come out, 
and furthermore, why it even exists. I mean, sure, Run 
has the resources to do it, but should he? 
"Nay," says I. Though glossy and weil pro-
duced, this album is bevond obsolete and offers no real 
reason to buy it. It is a direct extension, as Run has 
boasted, of Run DMC's Raising Hell, just without any 
of the novelty or edge of its predecessors, and worse yet, 
no DMC. In fact, all the beats, produced by newcomer 
and horribly named "Whiteboy," are uninspired copies 
of what you think a Run DMC beat "should ~d 
like." In all honesty, i, along with many others, would 
rather have a copy of what's hot now than a cheap emu-
lation of the old school, and this album just makes me 
want to Iisten to Run's old material. 
Five paragraphs in, I have not even gotten into 
the rhymes. Oh, the rhymes. I cannot imagine that any 
of these songs could have taken Run, or any other per-
son fluent in English, Ionger than the album's.length to 
write. If I'm wrong, then I urge someone to crush me 
beneath rotring manatee carcasses, because I cannot 
bear to think that such boring lyrics demanded serious 
effort. Run was never the best lyricist in his, or any 
time, but relative to today's standards, in a post-Run 
era, you think he'd get with the program and improve 
somewhat. Instead, we get: 
"They say I do it weil and my rhymes are so 
jlylgot a Iot oJ bottom and my high's are so highland when 
I tefl 'em I don't wanna, they just wanna know whylwith 
a boom ditty ditty with the ditty d-drumlthe kiddie_s !ook-
ingfor me, 'cause they lookingfor Run/I'm a!f up in the city, 
but you know where I'm Jrom . . . " 
I cannot tell what is more frustrating: that 
Run thought this was some really hype material or that 
someone else believed him enough to pay for its 
recording and distributioh. To quote the man himself, 
"people who want [Run] to rhyme must be out of their 
mind," but that did not keep this Run from using his 
brother, Russell Sirnmons' pocket change to cast this 
unnecessary throwback into the world. 
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Waiting outside the Broken 
Social Scene concert last 
week, my friends and some 
other people were confronted 
by a man in khaki pants who 
was eating ice cream with a 
lady friend. He approached 
the line of people obviously 
waiting outside of closed 
doors and asked, "are they let-
ting anyone in yet?" "Weil, 
no." He then proceeded to tell 
us that he saw Broken Social 
Scene last night in Boston 
and that it was the best con-
cert he had ever seen. I would 
like to trust people who wear 
khakis regularly, but I don't. 
So, the fellow in the khaki 
pants cast a cloud of skepti-
cism over the evening and the 
events that unfolded. Before 
leaving us, the khaki pants 
man asked, "Hey, do you 
know where we ca11 get a 
drink?" This was the final 
straw for the group of indi-
viduals waiting to get into the 
concert, and someone behind 
us snapped, "Yeah, your 
, ·~--tv mpm.,_ Cl . . . . ___., 
half of this story is true, and 
while I wouldn't say that the 
Broken Social Scene show 
was the best I had seen ever, 
they did, for the most part, 
put on a really remarkable 
concert. I guess the moral of 
the story is about learning to 
trust people regardless of 
their choice of pants. 
Opening the show was 
indie rock adult contempo-
rary songstress Leslie Feist, 
performing as "Feist". I bad 
heard her record, "Let it Die" 
sometime last year prior to it's 
American release and for the 
most part I had a diffi.cult 
time with the record, aside 
from the single, 
"Mushaboom" I stayed away 
from Feist, as her record was 
frankly a little too "adult con-
temporary" for my stylings. If 
a guy in khakis likes Broken 
October 31, 
Social Scene, a Feist fan likes 
pleated khakis . Or so I 
thought. Feist and company 
take the stage with sparklers 
in hand, which was pretr;. 
Anyways, it tums out, Feist is 
fierce in concert. 
Her set demanded further lis-
tens to her album, pleated 
pants or no. The band not 
only recreates musical excel-
lence which is on the album, 
but they take their music to 
the next level which is what 
really sold me on Feist. I was 
hoping she would make fur-
ther appearances throughout 
Broken Social Scene's set. 
Next, Broken Social 
Scene set u~ a shit load of 
equipment, audience mem-
bers asking each other how 
many people were in the 
band, etc. The group took the 
stage to their 2005 self-titled 
release, "Your Major Label 
Debut", then kicking in with 
"Cause=Time", then nine 
musicians on stage, (if my 
counting is correct) were 
slowly crafting a forward 
moving set, each song louder 
and stronger than the next. 
BSS begged the audience to 
dance during "Hotels" but to 
no avail, but they sure did get 
everyone in the room swoon-
ing to "Anthems for a 
Seventeen Year Old Girl", it 
was the sort of song that 
made me want to call every-
one I know on &y cellphone 
t:f\a-hive th~m ... listen. They 
kept going with the awe-
some-ness closing the set 
with two really fun and soni-
cally stunning songs, 
"Superconnected" and 
"Almost Crimes". They 
brought out some one of the 
dudes from Dinosaur Jr. 
which was really exciting for 
them, less so forme. I person-
ally was more excited that 
Feist was going to do the "I 
told you, we'd make it!" bit. 
I'm not sure if the group 
meant those lyrics to ring as 
triumphant as it did that 
night. The band was having 
so much fun, the audience 
finally started to move. If the 
whole show had the energy of 
this one song, I would have 
without a doubt agreed with 
the douche-bag in the khaki 
pants, "best show ever". 
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Wolf Parade: Well 
Worth Weathering 
the Weather 
BY GRACE CONVERSE 
Three hours and counting. Freezing toes in impractical 
shoes. A sore back from standing up for too long and a 
funny sleep the night before. I stood away from the crowd 
so I could see the band. As I lcaned against the chilly brick 
wall, casually watehing Old Time Relijun get maulcd by 
the crowd, a guy came and stood by mc. I thought I rec-
ognized him but it wasn't until the Old Time Relijun gui-
tar player asked for some duct tape and he responded 
prompdy that I recognized him as Wolf Parade member 
and ex-Hot Hot Heat member Dante DeCaro. So I asked 
him quickly during a Juli in OTR's set, "You're in Wolf 
Parade right?" He affirmed. I briefly made conversation 
about how I liked the band, how I saw them at Bowery 
during CMJ. Then I decided to ask him what I had won-
dered since I found out he had left Hot Hot Heat: why 
Stay Puts the 
Psycho 
into Psychological 
BY KlRIANNA BUTEAU 
"BETWEEN THE WORLD OF THE LIVING ... 
AND THE WORLD OF THE DEAD ... THERE ISA 
PLACE ... YOU'RE NOT SUPPOSED TO STAY." 
Thus·runs the voiceover for the preview of Stay, indicating 
that it is yet another crappy thriller about live people see-
ing dead andlor undead people who may or may not be 
either the person they claim to be, or the person who 
claims to see them. As with the preview for Ewan 
McGregor's last film The Island, however, this grossly mis-
represents·what the movie is about. If you want a general 
concept of what Stay is like, take one part Memento, two 
parts Fight Club, pour on heavy doses of The Sixth Sense, 
and stick it in a blender. But not without forgetting to add 
a dash of The Butterfly E.ffict and tip one's hat to A 
Beautiful Mind for good measure. It hurts the brain, and in 
a very good way. 
Sam Foster (Ewan McGregor) is a psychiatrist. 
His normallife, from what we manage to see of it, is pret-
ty good- he doesn't handle very tough cases and he has a 
girlfriend, Lila (Naomi Watts), although notably she is a 
(former?) patient ofhis. But when he has to cover a feilow 
psychiatrist's work for a few days, he meets Henry Letharn 
(Ryan Gosling), a coilege student majoring in Fine Arts 
who seems able to predict the future, seems to.know more 
about Sam than Sam does, and apparendy has decided to 
commit suicide at midnight on the upcoming Saturday. 
bad he left Hot Hot Heat? He stared at the ground, shuf-
fled his feet, and gave me a couple "ha, ha, uhhh"s. 1 
rephrased the question and affirmed that I was just curi-
ous. So he asked, "weil, why would you quit Hot Hot Heat 
and join Wolf Parade?'' It made perfect sense, and I want-
ed to be his best fricnd and I despised myself for being 
such a needy fan. 
In a separate interaction with a different musi-
cian, same location, same ailments, I asked the question I 
had asked anyone I stood by that night, "What was the 
first band's namc?" To which he replied, "Oh, that's my 
band." "What's your name?'' "Matt." "No, no the band's 
name." "Ohhhh, Talibam." He was probably the niccst 
stranger I've cver encountered, and his band is pretty awe-
somc too. 
These two encounters seem indicativc of the 
mood of the whole fivc-hour show- cveryone out for the 
samc reason,just to have some fun and Iisten to some good 
music. Most of it was good, and it scemed like everyone 
was out, the showwas packed. The show kicked off with a 
crazy set from Talibam. The singer - decked out in a 
scquined tunic and some medieval or pirate-like brown 
pants screeched and 
howled some rather incom-
prehensible lyrics. His 
vocal noise was supported 
by similarly noisy band 
members, who, just when 
you thought they were get-
ting slightly melodic, 
would break into a new 
,., ·~ ·~·.....".,_ Ievel of noise. According to 
·E a friend, the most enter-
taining part about the 
singer was the fact that he 
downed a one-liter botde 
of water in one gulp prior 
to the set really starting. 
Talibam was foilowed 
by The Mussles. They 
seemed to jurnp between a 
few types of loud guitar 
driven rock, and it seemed 
, as if they had not really 
; decided what they wanted 
to play when they started 
wnting. Some of what they played sounded good but 
would be spoiled by a misplaced guitar line or tired vocals. 
It seems like if they decide on a style to play in, and 
Sam begins to notice that Henry's predictions are right 
and that he is a witness to impossible things- Henry's 
ambiguously dead parents speaking to him, events repeat-
ing themselves over and over again, etc. Clearly, something 
is very wrong, but Sam only has until Saturday at mid-
night to find out just what it is. 
My complaint about this movie is that I don't 
have any big spoilers to hide. This does not mean it Iacks 
twists and turns, nor does it mean that the twists and turns 
are boring and predictable. The twists and turns exist, but 
it is left up to the audience to decide what's really going on 
at the end. Sam is not amnesiac or dead; he cannot travel 
through time, and answers to questions of schizophrenia 
or having a doppelgänger are inconclusive. And yet, at dif-
ferent points in time it seems like he could have one or all 
of these problems. The crowning glory of Stay i~, in fact, 
this weakness of plot- I now have a theory of what's 
going on, but I developed it in the manner that one is 
meant to figure out thematic elements: reading between 
lines, analyzing cinematography, and examining paint 
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explore it fully that they could come up with some good 
songs. At the time however, impatience on top of an inde-
cisive band seemed to lead to a slighdy less than captivat-
ed crowd. 
The Creeping Nobodies did a fair job of capti-
vating the steadily growing group ofBardians and locals in 
attendance. Their use of repetition seemed to be the force 
behind their music. In some Scenarios, with certain banal 
bands, repctition means boredom, but with the Creeping 
Nobodies the repetitive guitar lines, rhythms and vocals 
struck a brilliant harmony. Better than the repetition was 
the sound of the female vocalist. Not usually a fan of 
female vocals, I found that hers seemed to fit weil wi th the 
rest of the music, and did not come off tacky at all. Also 
slightly b1;illiant was the front-man's use of a beat-up trash 
can lid to (from what I could deduct) create an echoing 
sound, or hide hirnself just for fun from the audience. 
Either way it was rather amusing. 
By this time, the crowd seemed insatiable and 
still growing and still sustaining their inebriation, a perfect 
setting for the three-piece band Old Time Relijun. With 
an upright bassist and a rough sound, with sometimes-
danceable beats, Old Time Relijun drove the crowd.crazy. 
At one point, they sort of asked for enough space to play 
(people were clambering all over them) but made sure to 
emphasize the fact that "they liked the crowd close." 
However, the crowd during Old Time Relijun 
was nowhere neaf as insane as they were during Wolf 
Parade. Second time seeing them, they did not disappoint. 
They seemed to fully enjoy the crowd, and why wouldn't 
they? As soon as they started playing, the crowd became 
an amoeba ofbodies,jumping, falling, dancing, some even 
crowd surfing, and a few chicken fighting. A woman 
standing next to me, not a Bardian, commented on how 
insane it was that people were crowd surfing at a Wolf 
Paradeshow (earlier she had commented on how she had 
seen them three times before). Aside from the constant 
threat of equipment and band members being swallowed 
by the amoeba, they played a solid set, similar to when I 
saw them before, but slighdy less drunk, slighdy more fun, 
and much more interactive with the crowd. They seemed 
to make an impact; many people who bad never heard 
them before commented to me how they loved them, I just 
wonder if they have the staying power or if they will be 
just another indie band that we forget in a few months 
when the next great album is released. 
All in all, the show was weil worth staying out-
side for too long, and almost frostbitten toes. 
strokes. The plot is meant to be gleaned. It's out there, it 
does exist, but the movie absolutely does not talk down to 
the audience. 
Aside from having this interesting narrative 
scheme, Stay is really one of the most original films I have 
watched in some time. Spatial and temporal transitions 
occur via fantastic cuts, morphs, and fancy camerawork; 
while it deals with traditional themes of suicide and 
depression, it is far from being angsty; characters speak 
and react how one might expect people to actually behave 
in such weird situations. Hlm freaks can also get excited 
about what strikes me as a clear nod to Darren 
Aronofsky's style- pills, pills, pills, and occasional usage 
of a Snorri camera on Ewan McGregor. 
Ifl haven't just listed a bunch of really good 
reasons to see this movie, then- like Henry, or possibly 
Sam, or possibly the whole world- I must be going 
crazy. 
Your Vote Really Does Count 
~ 
Local elections are rarely accompanied by much fanfare. Even among those of us who ran to 
the polls for our first national election--18 or 19 years old and ready to make a difference in 
the future of American politics--there is a tendency to disregard local races as less significant 
or lacking in the dire need forthat extra vote. Perhaps we feelas tho.ugh local issues don't con-
cern us, or that we don't know enough about the issues or the candidates to make a choice, or 
that, when all is considered, it's simply not worth taking the time out of our day to cast a bal-
lot. This November 8th, we urge yon to challenge those old assumptions. 
It is certainly true that impacting global poltics often starts at home, and that by voting 
in local elections you are acting as a necessary segment of a larger community that could not 
function, or irnprove, without the aid of its component parts. But even aside from the global 
ramifications, local elections have an important and tangible role in the context of smaller geo-
graphic locations. The people who preside over the villages, towns, and counties in which we 
live have a greater impact on us than we often realize. ~ose of us from small towns often think 
of a local politician as little more than the person who carves the first pumkin at the Autumnal 
Fest; however, any student from a !arge city should know that small-scale politics can make a 
big difference. The impact may be less Visible when less people are effected, but even in a small 
cornmunity like ours, the relationship between government and people matters--or at least it 
should.lf we, as people of this community, don't care about the decisions that are made which 
effect our lives, then who is there to care? Local politicians determine the future of our land-
scape, they pass judgment on us in the event that we are accused ofbreaking the law, they deter-
mine evetything from what we do with our trash to the complex workings of tax codes. 
This ~ar it is possible that the local political community will change drastically. For the 
fust time in Red,H09k'shistory there are more.registered Democrars than there are registered 
Republiqma .... a~ Bard stUdents can take credit for--and; consequendy, for the fi.rst time in 
Red Hook's bist<>ry there is a po~ibilit)f. of a Democrarie majority in local o.ffices. You have had 
everyop~tq'know thei~es:aD.d the candidates--if you need more, flip to page two of 
this papcr or rcvicw the late5t Free Prtssl· 
Nelrt•·~ f0\1. have the cllance to participate direcdy in our democracy. Don't for~ 
feit ~~ .Qrift;,. 
Letters to The 
Editor 
I'm sure many students have written in protest of Rob 
Ross' article in the most recent Observu, as we are a 
comrnunity of citizens who believe justice does not pro-
mote the idea of a meritocracy and the economically-
driven disttibution of rights. I would like to add that 
the discussion in Ross' article was also inconsistent and 
inaccurate in bis examination of the reasons for hetero-
sexist attitudes towards marriage in our country. 
Hrst of al1, after a lot oflegal backing, he states 
that marriage exists only between a man and a woman 
for the implicit economic gain. Not being stated in any 
legal precedent in the Constitution, this is completely 
inconsistent with its legally founded argument. Second, 
the notion that marriage is an incentive to have children 
is completely unfair to couples who may not wish to or 
cannot have children. Approximately 15% of couples 
experience fertility problems and many more do not 
wish to have children-by bis logic all infertile persons 
and those who do not want to have children should also 
not have the Mprivilege of marriage." Third, gay couples 
are much more likely to adopt, which in a world as over-
populated as ours, is something we could only hope 
more homosexual couples would do both for humani-
tarian and economic reasons, which Ross ignores. 
Finally, the last point that Ross ignores is the rights 
attached to the so-called Mprivilege of marriage." Maybe 
I want to get married to get eheaper state school tuition 
or to ensure my ability to my health c:lre decisions for 
my loved one or to get a joint-mortgage. He only views 
marriage as a societal mechanism towards child-bear-
ing, which is first of all regressive to the women's rights 
movement and second of all an un-thoughtful evalua-
tion of the institution of marriage. 
Ross's short-sighted, narrow, and inconsistent 
argument is not wrong because he is a conservative and 
I am not, but because he fails to examine the basic legal 
and economic principles of the issue, which he posits as 
necessary in allowing the freedom of marriage to all. 
--ÜUVIA CUMMING 
Everyone must be wondering, who is Roh Ross? Is he 
a douchebag or an idiot? I think I have an answer to that 
question: Both. 
I really don't want to respond a~ ~ 
length to the bigotry and igätiilltf'M 7 fll 
Against Legal Gay Marriage" but seeing this kind of 
crap express~~ at my school bothers me tremendously. 
lfl can skip all the rhetorical pussyfooting and 
get to the meat ofhis argument, I think it says this: Civil 
Marriage is a privilege doled out by the . state for the 
purpose ofbaby creation by way of economic incentives. 
Babies stabilizc marriages and society at large and, one 
day, they will pay taxes. 
Rob Ross says, M[t]he problern with granring 
[marriage] licenses to homosexual couples is that it 
seems tobe a bad deal for the govemment"because they 
don't give anything in return to society---or, scientific 
studies have not yet shown them to. I don't think he 
means as educators or artists or doctors and nurses, 
which all have a great deal of gay representation, when 
he refers to the absence of their societal worth (for Rob 
Ross equates society and govemment). He must mean 
that they don't make babies. The science will be there 
in a few years to form babies out of same-sex gametes, 
but that doesn't exclude gay couples from adopting 
babies now and raising them into tax-paying adults. 
Is there a fertility test for civil marriage? 
Would Rob Ross exclude infertile heterosexual couples 
from marrying? Must a woman divorce her busband 
after menopause-after she can't keep up her side of the 
marital bargain? Duhh, of course not. This is not Nazi 
Germany, after all, where the party adomed the coun-
try's most generaus baby producers with a swastika-
emblazoned gold cross. 
In fact, as the remnants of the welfare state are 
shed from the American govemment in the name of 
"the ownership society" (a clever euphemism for the 
onerous society} children growing up now will require a 
greater tax expenditure by the govemment (in the form 
of education outlays and family services) than they will 
as adults 50 years down the line collecting non-existent 
Medicare payments. 
The argument that civil marriage is for the 
purpose of baby creation is such a tired and thoroughly 
refuted one I find myself surprised to have to waste my 
time responding to it here. 
So tell me why, Roh Ross, if we don't want to 
live in a faseist state where children are bred for their 
tax-paying status and gay couples can raise tax-sucking 
children regardless, why do you want to deprive gay 
couples the "privilege" of marriage? 
--MICHAEL GülliMAN 
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We Got it Right the 
First Time 
Or, why Budget Forum 
actually works 
BY }ESSE CROOKS 
At Bard it's often the casc that even though everyone has an 
opinion about club budgets, faculty tenure, Cha,rtwells, and 
how students who violate community Standards ofbehavior are 
dealt with, it's hard get people to take an active role in student 
government in order to addrcss these issues. This Iack of 
involvement is apparent to anyone who has ever wimessed a 
Bard student election. T he Education Policies Committce, for 
example, has a chronic problern filling its positions even 
though most students have strong opinions about which pro-
fessors should be re-hired. lt's even harder to get enough peo-
ple together to represent the student body as a whole. As a 
result, elections are often pushed through in small groups, such 
as the club head meeting at the beginning of each semester or 
a meeting in a Kline committee room where the only people 
who show up are those running for office. 
Though recent articles in both the Observer and the 
Free Press have criticized Budget Forum as a relict tradition of 
"Old Bard" that has somehow survived while its other manifes-
tations have died ofT, it remains one of the only instances in 
which students can get toge~er as a group and impact the 
decision making process at Bard. The reason it has survived is 
not because it's just an excuse to get drunk on a Wednesday 
night; Budget Forum is still alive because it actually works. We 
hold an election that fills each branch of student govemment 
and we allocate over SlOO,OOO in club funding. I would chal-
lenge those who argue that the atmosphere of Budge t Forum 
is not conducive to serious decision-making to consider the 
actual outcome of the proceedings. Did that pack of drunks 
elect a horse to EPC? Did they b~t.OU! s~nt J:.ublica-
~ 
club? On the contrary, the members of student government 
elected that night are now working hard to represent our inter-
ests, and "ih~'budget ultimately ratified by the students was not 
drastically different from the budget origin~y put forth by the 
PlanDing Committee. As a member of Planning Committee, 
I was pleasantly surprised to find that by the end of the night, 
the final budget ratified by the students was an improvement 
over the one that we initially presented. 
In response to Owen Conlow's criticism in the Frtt 
Press that the members of student govemment at the front of 
the room aren't involved enough in the proceedings, I would 
like to point out that Budget Forum exists to give a voice to the 
student body as a whole; it should not be dominared by the 
Centtal Committee or the Planning Comrnittee. lt is my 
opinion that besides running elections and moderating the dis-
cussion, the members of the Centtal Committee have only as 
much responsibility to participate as any other student. Those 
of us on the Planning Committee have our say when we write 
the budget, and it is my opinion that we should generally 
restriet our involvement unless it is necessary to explain or clar-
ify the issues being discussed. The Observer's Sarah Martino 
further criticized Budget Forum for what she considers to be 
an antagonistic atmosphere, in which students are pitted 
against one another, and clubs that serve totally different roles 
are forced to explain their worth in relation to one another. I t 
is important to note that these problems are necessarily present 
in the budgeting process, and the Planning Committee has to 
deal 'Yith these exact difficulties when proposing the initial 
budget. lt might look ugly, but these difficult decisions arise 
from the limits on our funding, whether they are made in a 
closed room by the Planning Committee or by students in an 
open forum. The difference, then, lies in the ability of the stu-
dents to openly defend their interests, and this ability is centtal 
to the fair allocation of funds. I would also like to point out 
that when we vote on amendments at Budget Forum, our deci-
sions are not determined solely by the performance of individ-
ual speakers. Clubs are active throughout the semester, and 
even if you haven't participated in the activities sponsored by 
every club, you've at least seen their posters up in the Campus 
Center and read their announce emails and probably have 
some idea what they're all about. 
The fact that the budgetwas not radically altered du r-
ing the lengthy amendment process demonstrates the sober 
decision-making that emerges from the raucous spectacle of 
Budget Forum. It also demonstrates the effectiveness of our 
current budgeting procedure, in which the Planning 
Committee is held responsible for their decisions before the 
student body as a whole. As a member of the Planning 
Continued on pave 13 
The Case Against 
tl;l~ Case Ag3.inst 
··, Legal Oay 
Marriage 
In the ~t. f.Ow'yeus, 1 have done much on the strength 
of convtctioD. I marched On Washington in defense of 
women's reprOduttive rights, flanked by courageous 
~othe~ and dau~ters, while onlookers called us "baby 
~ll_ers. I st~ Wtth lo<:al veterans in street corner peace 
vtgils, protestlog the continued occupation oflraq with 
elderly men wbo traded their greatest years for jungle 
camage and beachhead invasions. I also occasionally. 
write things that I hope stir people, perhaps not to the 
point of babykilling fervor, but enough that they feel 
concemed or compelled a~out the subject. 
to marriage. Ar. only those freedoms enumerated in the 
Constitution count as rights, marriage is just a privilege. 
So stop complai.rung, homocrats! Ar. he does other 
points, Rob misunderstands the American legal notion 
of rights, and their applicability in the distribution of 
privileges. See, marriage is a civil institution, one not 
enumerated in the Constitution, but only prese~t in 
other federal, state, and local statutes. Thls does not 
mean, however, that access to such an institution is not 
a right. By Rob's rationale, equal access to education, 
which bas no presence in the American Constitution; is 
not a right either, a notion that is scarcely compatible 
with the coime of American case law or the wellbeing 
of a functioning democracy. 
Even if we insist on being strict construction-
ist asshotes ·~bout the matter, the Constitution's -on the 
assfucking and woman-on-woman lobby's side, and def-
initely not Rob's. He contends that the Ninth 
Amendment's "people" who still reserve rights not enu-
merated in the Constitution are actually the •state and 
local govemments" described in the Tenth Amendment. 
Oh, word? Peep Constitutional game: 
"9th Amendment - The enumeration in tbe 
Constitution, of certain rights, shall not be construed 
to deny or disparage others retained by the peopb:. 
10th Amendment - Tbe powers not delegated to the 
United States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by it 
to the states, are reserved to the states respectively, or to 
the people." 
):'he Rob Ross school of political discourse 
might even call me a "T rue Bellever," one of those folks 
who chooses a side in the gay marriage debate and 
defends it passionately. I, as implled by Rob, arn more 
likely be an irrational zealot, drunk off conviction and 
hurling assertions without any shred of evidence. Lucky 
for you, however, a rernedy fot wild pro-gay zealotry 
exists in the form of the "Skeptic." Unlike the rabid You may notice that the Tenth Amendment rekrs to 
"True Believer," the "Skeptic" bides his or her time and "the states respectively, or to the people/' Not only do the 
gathers all the necessary information on a subject, and states and the people receive distinct mention, the "local 
mainta.ins an iron carriage of incredulity. And wouldn't govemments" Roh cited are nowhere to be seen. Ar. 
you know it? Rob is a Skeptic and he has come to llber- cited in Griswold fJ. Conneeticut, the Ninth Amendment 
ate. American politics from wacky fuckers with strong ~~ cover ~ghts not expäcidy delineated, such as the 
beliefs about gay marriage. nght to pnvacy" or maJ.be even (gasp) equal access to 
Yet, Rob &.i1s to entertain the possibility that marriage. 
~aybe, just ~aybe, those with great conviction regard- Even indulging .Rob in his terms of debate 
mg gay macnage base such . over gay marriage, namely 
feelings on ~~· Rob mzsunderstands the American legal its economic value and its. 
tion and study equal to, · cii notion oJ rights, and thttr applica!Jility in . ... ,. . .. ; .... 
even greater than. that of all h d · 'b · "r . . 1 • culture tn Amenc:a 
the S~ptics combined. In ~ e ~st:t. utt~n ~ prtVtteges. See, marrtage ean sec no ~ for 
fact, these pro-gay or anti- ts a ctvtf znstttutzon, one not enumerated in opposing state-endorsed 
gay advocates may be all that the Constitution, but only present in other gay matriage. lf we need 
kceps this dialogue allve. chlldren-reari.ng families 
After all, what evidence ftderal, state, and local statutes. This does for the sake of society per 
would the Skeptics have to not mean, however, that access to such an Rob's misuse of the 
consider if the True · · · · . h B R , . Moynihan thesis (whic:h 
B li did 
tnstztutton ts not a rw t. ;v ob s ratton- l'll also address) will · 
e evers not present o . J • , gay 
their respective cases? ale, equal access to educatton, whtch has no marriage serve America? 
furthermore, whar on Earth presence in the American Constitution is Rob would have you 
would Rob have to debate if . . . . ' believe that überals pro-
the True Belleve.rs, people not a nght ezther, a notton that ts scarcely vide no evidence. He even 
with the greatest personal compatible with the course of American asserts that either such evi-
investment, were not 1 h Ju J lfz . dence does not exist or 
. . lved . · 
1 
. th case taw or t e nuamenta unctton o~' an th t h . ... f mvo so VJgOI'OUS y m e . 'J a e ts tgnorant o · 
gay marriage debate? My tnformed democracy. them." Lila: Rob, I'lllean 
answer to both is "absolutely fucking nothing." toward the latter with all 
The True Bellever that Roh dcridcs gives 130 pounds ofTrue Belleverflab on my body. 
meaning to politics, and at least does sufficient research Had Rob gone to the pains of simply Googling 
to support their claims, whereas Roh provides ine~t (~.google.com, Rob) American Census Data, along 
skepticism, duhious Constitutional analysis, ' and lazy wtth some otber pertinent psychological studies, he 
concessions of hls own ignorance on the subject of gay would see. that not only can sarne·sex families serve as 
families. His treatise consists of the following three sound envuonments for children, but they already do. In 
parts: ftrst, that the debate is entirely too irrational for fact, of the 594,391 sarne·sex couples surveyed in 2000, 
him to enter; second, that marriage is a privilege, not a a q~ter care for children, closely comparable to the 
ri~ht; and third, that the extension of marriage should nat10~al average ~or wedded couples. It bears stn:ssing 
hinge on its economic utility. All three come equally that if gay mamage, and by extension, gay adoption 
loaded with enough bullshit to fertilize Provincetown, ~ere uniformly legal, this number would undoubtedly 
Massachusetts. mcrease. 
That Rob attacks the liberals, the "neocons," As for the economic weight of a gay house-
thc "decepticons," and every other galvanizing group hold, consider. that in a number of ma.rk.cting surveys, 
seems a shrewd trick on his part. Distancing hirnself the ~onsensus ts that gay consu.mers have a higher avet-
from the Q10re identifiable figun:s in the gay marri~e age ~ncome, ~gher rate of ~mpletion of post-graduate 
debate makes whatever he might espouse seem less nox- studtes, and higher propensaty to adopt "high technolo-
ious by disassociation. He is just a harmless conservative gy." Might these statistics change if the rate of parent· 
Skeptic caught up in a sea of irrational political rheto- age increases among same·sex couples after they can 
ric, and by making hirnself seem a victim, he can dele- legally marry? Perhaps, but at least the Skeptics can: 
gitimize all other sides of the debate without ever giv- sleep in their Atlas Shrugged pajamas soundly knowing 
ing them a genuine examination. If that ki.nd of craven that gay people do participate in the US economy 
argumentation can even get him a bronze medal, I hope beyo~d buying leather chaps and financing gym mem-
someone snatches it off his neck while he drinks Ayn bershlps. 
R.and's urine out of a "Skeptics Do lt With Objectivity" Briefly, I must make a momentary aside in the 
urine mug. name of Daniel Patrick Moynihan. Rob refers to 
Rob then proceeds to metbodically separate Moynihari's thesis as evidence in favor of stable two-
legal·"rights" and privileges," specifically as they pertain paren~ family units, and that makes sense-providtd the 
Conttnued on page 17 
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The Sanity of Legal 
Gay Marriage 
BY ANDREA GRECO 
While I admire Rob Ross's attempt at clearing away the emo-
tionalism around the gay marriage debate, the logic ofhis argu-
ment is profoundly unsound. 
lt is true that the Constitution does not expressly 
name marriage as the right of anyone, gay or straight. If mar-
riage must be called a "privilege" because it is not a constitu-
tional dght, then so be it. The connotations of the word "priv-
ilege," however, are dangerous. The famiJy unit is indeed the 
basis of society; it is for precisely this reason that marriage can-
not be considered an ancillary privilege, a "treat," but rather 
must be recognized as a basic element of American life, and 
one to which most people assume the right. Furthermore, case 
law dots define marriage as a right: in the written opinion of 
Skinner vs. Oklahoma, which was argued before the Supreme 
Court in 1942, marriage is called "one of the basic civil rights 
ofman." 
The Constitution itself recognizes that even the "priv-
ileges" granted to citizens of the United States ought not tobe 
denied to any citizen on the basis of prejudice. The Fourteenth 
Amendment states, "No State shall make or enforce any law 
which shall abridge the privileges or immunities of citizens of 
the United States ... nor deny to any person within its jurisdic-
tion the equal proteenon ofthe laws." To an extent, the laws of 
legal marriage are "protective;" for example, they protect people 
whose spouses have died from the financial trouble that might 
otherwise ensue. Support for legal gay marriage can be found 
in the Constitution. 
The crux of Ross's argument is that the state has no 
practical interest in the marriage of gay couples, because gay 
couples do not have children. He makes one glaringly incor-
rect Statement: "liberals cannot point to a group of reputable 
studies that show that homosexual coupla create stable family 
units." WhiJe it is true that we cannot prove that gay couples 
"contribute more to society because they are married," as they 
have not been allowed to be married, there are many studies 
supporting the assertion that gay c:oup1a al aeiiR tobDie -&n-
dren, whether by adoption, artificial insemination, surrogate 
parents, or other methods, and b) create stable farniJy units 
once they do. According to the 2000 U.S. census, 39% of same-
sex couples in the United States aged 22-55 are raising chil-
dren- and this statistic exists under conditions where gay cou-
ples are often not allowed to adopt. The children of these 
unions have repeatedly proven to be as "healthy" as their moth-
er-and-father-parented peers. Ellen C. Perrin, MD, professor 
of pediatrics at Tufts University School of Medicine, recendy 
presented a collilborative study which combined the efforts of 
ftfteen studies, together involving more than 500 children. 
Perrin asserted that children of same-sex marriages have been 
shown over and over to produce children who are as successful, 
well-adjusted, and competent with forming relationships as the 
average child. She was quoted as saying, "What is striking is 
that there are very consistent findings in these studies" (source: 
American Academy of Pediatrics Conference and Exhibition, 
Washington, D.C., Oct. 8-11, 2005). Homosexual couples do, 
in fact, create stable family units. Furthermore, for Ross to 
be simultaneously "pro-gay marriage" and against the legaliza-
tion of gay marriage is illogical. The purpose of law is to gov-
ern society in the most just and reasonable way possible. If it 
is just and reasonable to allow all couples to marry, then the law 
should not deny marriage on the basis of flimsy reasoning 
about economics. To do so commodifies people's civil rights. 
Ahove all, remernher that gay marriage advocates are not ask-
ing for anythlng special or extra; they simply want a basic priv-
ilege shared by the vast majority of Americans nottobe denied 
them. Marriage is indeed a contract, and the decision of its 
appllcation .rests solely on two pairs of shoulders: those of the 
people getting married. The only reason the state has to pre-
vent gay people from marrying is moral didacticism. 
Realistically, the case against gay marriage is most 
often based on prejudice: the assumption that gay marriage will 
demoralize society and produce flawed children. Not only is 
this prejudgment unfounded, the latter part of it has in fact 
been proven wrong within the field of medicine. In America 
we are innocent until proven guilty, and detractors of gay mar-
riage have no proof upon which to base their conviction; how-
ever, against them leans the tall shadow of the fourteenth 
amendment. I believe that Ross is incorrect when he says that 
the problern with the gay marriage debate in America is peo-
ple's Iack of legallogic. Sadly, the real problern seems simply 
tobethat some people fear andlor despise homosexuals on no 
sounder basis than their own gut instincts. Ross is clearly no 
such higot, but his argument neglects the principles that are 
meant to govern American law. 
Budget Forum, Continued from page 11 
Committee, I believe that we can't Iet seven people have the 
final say over the SlOO,OOO disbursed from the Convocation 
Fund every semester. The budget must be amended and 
confumed by the student body in order for the budget to be 
legitimate. There have been past instances in which mem-
bers of the Planning Committee have seriously abused their 
position by rnisappropriating student funds, and it is there-
fore essential that the allocation of club money is conducted 
in a transparent manner that involves as many students as 
possible. This can only be clone if we continue to draw a sig-
nificant turnout at Budget Forum, and so it is essential that 
we retain Budget Forum as a social event. Some people 
might prefer to ratify the budget at a sober meeting in one 
of the Kline comrnittee rooms, but I would rather sec the 
SurrealistTraining Circus parade through the crowded cafe-
teria in bird masks, or watch the staffs of the Observer and 
Free Press in the throes of a dance-off. This does not mean 
that destructive behavior should be tolerated (I personally 
went to expel the individual throwing beer cans, but by the 
time I got to the back of the room he had left of his own 
accord) but we should try to strike a balance that allows us 
to enjoy Budget Forum as a social event while we make 
rational decisions that will shape the coming semester. 
Though it does have its problems, Budget Forum 
isn't just a sweating, stinking, beer-drenched monster that 
the administration should have culled along with Drag Race 
and the South Hall opium den. lt is the only regular 
instance in which students come together to deliberate in a 
large enough group to be representative of the student body 
as a whole, and for a Iot of people it's also a damned g9od 
time. 
· Let's Legalize Drugs 
BY ROB Ross 
If there is any debate in which the cacophonic sophistry of 
interested parties has drowned out the rational voices seek-
ing the greatest public good, it is the discussion of illegal 
substances. The debate over drugs in this c(>Untry has 
reached a dead end. The only thing we as a society can think 
to do to curb drug usage is allocate more and more money 
each year to enforcing the Controlled Substances Act and 
other rnisguided legislation. But these efforts are futile, and 
I suggest we take a radically different route; let's legalize 
drugs. 
There are three litmus tests that can be applied 
when judging the validity of any law or bill: A. Is (are) the 
goal(s) of the legislation laudable or necessary? B. Does the 
legislation effectively accomplish said goal(s) C. without 
detrimental ancillary effects? Legislation banning the use of 
drugs including marijuana, cocaine, opiates, and crystallized 
methamphetamine, do not pass the second and third tests. 
In fact, laws banning the use of certain drugs hurt many 
more Americans than they help. 
The American Drug Model is an archaic system 
that encourages illegal activities including terrorism, gang 
violence, theft and murder, domestic abuse, slavery, prostitu-
tion, and organized separatist activity. And drug laws actual-
ly increase the impact drugs have on society by creating an 
incentive for production and consumption, promoting the 
spread of HIV, creating a disincentive for rehabilitation of 
drug users, violaring the rights of American citizens, and 
violating the human rights of citizens in other nations. 
In order to understand and appreciate this truth, we 
have to understand the nature of the illicit substance indus-
try. We have to understand the fundamental connection 
between the economic nature of drugs and the societal 
impact of drugs. Drugs are a commodity. And as such, they 
follow the basic laws of supply and demand that govem all 
commodities. 
The supply of drugs is generally elastic; that is, the 
amount of product varies directly with the price of the prod-
uct. As illicit drugs become more expensive, producers can 
afford to make more and/or more producerswill enter the 
market. Also, many drug markets are highly oligopolistic, 
and there is frequently strong collusion among producers. A 
perfect example of this is the opiates industry, with 90% of 
the world's opium coming from just two countries 
(Mghanistan and Myanmar according the Economist). 
Finally, entry and exit from the drug market are severely 
restricted. Both law enforcement and existing producers 
make it very difficult for individuals to cultivate illicit crops 
or manufacture illicit substances. 
The few drug producers in any market conspire to 
set the price of their products much higher than it actually 






The political career of Californ.ia Govemor Amold 
Schwarzenegger has long been rooted in spectade. 
Following the 2003 recaU of formet govemor Gray 
Davis, Schwarzenegget announced bis candidacy in the 
special election under the glare of srage l.ights on '"Tbc 
Tonight Show," surprising Jay Lenlr-and his political 
advisers. The stunt introduced Scbwarzenegger as a man 
confidently in control of tbe message. After all, he's a 
former movie star, isn't he? He's used to his appearance 
.in tbe popular media being carefully crafted and placed 
amidst a constructed dramatic milieu. A Hollywood :film 
is a closed system, and the star around whom tbe message 
coagulates is safe within its confines. Thc star is capti-
vating, and bis. message is always unconteste.d truth. 
Though the translation from screen persona to political 
figure may seem Iogkai for such a charismatic pe.rson, 
mounting evidence suggests that Schwanenegger-who 
has continued to appear in such films as 
2004's Around tht World in 80 Days, with 
Jackie Chan-is baving trouble making a 
clean and successful switcb. 
Immediately after taking office 
in 2003, everything seemed to be 
according to the script for Califunua:. 
"G overnatOL" Schwarzenegger was ini-
tially vezy popular, thanks to bipartisan 
control and overhaul the state's worker-
compensation program. Educatots 
accepted lfts message that shott-term 
cuts ')Nere necessary to balance the budg-
et, on the condition that future funding 
would be increased. Left-leaning envi-
ronmentalists secmed pacified by 
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contestingvoices. The govemor's Proposition 74 would 
extend the probationary period for teacbers from two 
ycars to five, making it more difficult for them to acbieve 
bigher salaries and Job security. Contrary to the gover-
nor's official messaget the Califomia Teachers 
Association is cbaracterizing the proposition as an attack 
on teachers, one tbat will drive away quality educators 
and make it more difficult to get rid of bad ones. 
Similarly, pubijc unions are fighting back against 
Proposition 75, whlcb would require tbem to ask mem-
bcrs annually for written pennission to use dues for 
p<>litical purposes. Democratic lawmakers are character-
izing Propositions 76 and n, which would establish a 
state spending cap and remove the power of drawing 
political district boundaries from the legislative body, as 
a "power grab" by the Republican govemoL 
Bloomhtrg.com reported that Schwarzenegger's 
propositions were receiviog significant funding from 
Alex Spanos (San Diego Chargers owner), John 
Chambers (Cisco Systems CEO), Jerry Yang (Yahoo! 
cofounder), Safeway Inc., Ebay Inc., and Bank of 
America, among otbers. However, the Govemator seems 
tobe massively outfundraised by his opponents in a cam-
paign whose fundraising total is likely to exceed S350 
million, according to Barbara O'Connor, the director of 
the Institute for tbe Study of Politics and Media at 
California State. That figure blows away the total 
fundraising record of about $250 million for a proposi-
tion campaign, set just last year. 
Californians seem to be thinking tbat tbey did-
n't elect tbe govemor they thought they had, and the 
.· Scbwarzenegger office is struggling to 
;;~ keep the media message hegemonic and 
' clear. Facing an ekctorate that was large-
ly dismayed by Schwarzenegger's cam-
paign efforts for Bush, botb in Ohio and 
at the Republican National Convention, 
in the 2004 presidential election, the gov-
ernor currently has a re-election probabil-
ity of only 36 percent in the latest Fleld 
wl:L Now, the very President he helped 
llff("· iMP ,, ''tt f 0 TSS 1 I 
apparent commitment to tbe rcduction 
The Governator of greenhouse gases. Last year, 
Scbwarzenegger enjoyed an approval rating that stayed 
consistently in the 70-pcrcent range, according to polls. 
problem.. D espice pJeas voiced long io 
advance. by. the Schwarzenegger office, 
President Bush refused .;to reschedule a 
trip on October 20, during which he 
stOpped in at a 100-couple Beverly Hills 
6.mdraising dinner to collect Sl million 
for the RNC. Angered that Bush was 
stealing critical fundraising power from 
his special election just two and a half 
weeks later, Schwarzenegger refused 
2005 has seen an unexpected twist in the plot-
one which is culminating in a polirical cliffhanger for the 
govemor. This was supposed to be Schwarzenegger's 
"Year ofRefonn,"which he launched witb the spectacle 
and tla.re that have come to define his terin: In front of 
tbe cameras, Arnold twisted open a giant spigot on a 
model of the Capitol building, whicb gushed red blood 
to indicate the severiry of the stare's budget woes. In 
January, bis office unveiled a slate of four propositioos to 
change the state's budget, pensioo, and teacher-tenure 
policies. He wamed, dramatically, that if the Democrarie 
majoriry in the state legislature refused to pass them into 
law, he would send the propositions directly to voters in 
a special election on November 8. The recall election 
that brought him to office was "tbe original," he said. 
Tbc propositions are "the sequel." Long story short, tbe 
legislature failed to pass the measures, and the resulting 
electiön ' campaigns, on botb sides, bave raised record 
amounts of advertising money to convince voters. 
The problern Schwarzenegger faces revolves 
around the vulnetability of bis campaign's message in a 
media frec-for-all, which, unlike the highly construcred 
cinema universe of Tbe Terminlllor, is open ro numerous 
cartels and consortiums to hold prices high and profit 
margins wide. And since the demand will stay relatively 
the same as the price increases, the producers operate 
with a huge profit margin at the expense of the con-
sumers. 
The demand for drugs will remain constant 
despite increases in price because it is nearly perfectly 
inelastic; that is, !arge changes in price are met by negli-
gible changes in demand. This is so because of the addic-
tive quality of drugs; users will pay exorbitant prices to 
get their next fix, much like diabetics will purchase 
insul.in regardless of how much it costs. 
In legal markets, the govemment restricts the 
sale price of inelastic goods. Good examples of this are 
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Bush's invitation to attend the dedication of a new Air 
Force One exhibit at the Rcagan Presidential Library 
near Sirni Valley on October 21. · 
Under intense scrutiny, Schwartenegger's cam-
paign has been seeo wafiling in its panicked attempt to 
save the propositions in time' for November 8. On 
October 24, tbe campaign pulled a TV ad that featured 
tbe govemor, saying that at such a critical time, tbey 
needed to run ads that focused on tbe ballot measures 
tbemselves. Th.ree days later, they shifted strategies 
again, launehing a new TV ad for Bay Area cable net-
works in which Schwarzenegget speaks directly ro the 
camera: "l've had a lot to leam, and sometimes I learned 
the hard way," he says, "But my heart is in tbis, and I want 
to do right by you." 
One of the lessoos Schwarzenegger has leamed 
since taking office is that in the world of politics, the per-
sona does not exist in a closed system of meaning. 
Ratber, the Governator has found hirnselfbesieged on all 
fronts by a multitude ofvoices seeking to define him and 
bis work in a Contradietory fashion. With all four ballor 
measures still cither trail.ing badly or barely breaking 
even in the latest polls, Schwarzenegger faces the very 
real threat that this time, the story's hijacking by Out-
siders will result in an unhappy ending. 
natural gas, medications, food, and water. But no such 
restrictions exist on drugs. Thus, drug producers are free 
to form cartels that artificially raise the price of drugs to 
increase profit margins. 
Traditionally, a company's revenues may be 
invested in a number of areas, including research and 
development, long term expansion and back into the 
product itself. For example, Microsoft rnight take a por-
tion of its profits and design better programs or assembly 
systems, or buy a new manufacturing plant. In the case of 
drug cartels, drug Iords use profits to finance other illegal 
activities like bribery of public servants, elimination of 
competition through violent means, terrorism, buying 
Continued on page 16 
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The New 
Ernparia 
Vice President R ice 
BY MATTHEW ROZSA 
George W. Bush is learning that even money can't 
buy a reprieve from the Curse of the Second 
Term. 
First his decision to attempt to replace 
Secretary of Homeland Security Tom Ridge with 
the philandering Bernard Kerik caused Bush 
much unneeded embarrassment. Then Hurricane 
Katrina blew away any credibility that Bush had as 
a man who was mastering one of the most impor-
tant aspects of his job - the protection of the 
American people from all nature of threats, 
domestic and foreign. N ext, the bungled handling 
of the Harriet Miers' nomination to the Supreme 
Court began to severely deplete the political capi-
tal that had once seemed endless for G eorge W . 
Bush. 
And now this. Nixon had Watergate. 
Reagan had Iran-Contra. Clinton had the 
Lewinsky Affair. And Bush has Libbyleak. 
Ever since July 14,2003, the leak ofCIA 
agent Valerie Plame had remained a political 
undercu rrent, scarcely brought up despite its clear 
political pertinence, but always lurk.ing under the 
surface as a potential candidate to provide for 
Bush that quintessential scandal which manages 
to unravel the administration of any man who 
dares to serve for more than four years. Now the 
asp has struck Bush's political bosom, and the 
events that began to unfold when Richard Novak 
decided to exact retribution on Joseph Wilson are 
tak.i ng their toll. 
That is why I am venturing forth thc pre-
diction that, for the third time in American histo-
ry, a si tuation has arisen where a Vice President of 
the United States will resign. 
This will put Bush in a very uncomfort-
able dilemma - he will have to make a decision. 
T his does not revolve around any concern at the 
possibility that legal measures will be undertaken 
against i)jm. Indeed, the fact that hc delegates 
most of his responsibilities has made all the more 
plausible his irnpending deniability. Rather the 
problern has to do with Bush's choice as to who 
should replace Dick Cheney as Vice President of 
th_e United States. His patemal figure, Dick 
Chcney, will not be there to advise him; Karl 
Rovc, though possibly still around, will nevcrthe-
lcss find his input cripplcd by the allegations hc 
will hirnself havc to facc; Andrew Card will prob-
ably be the only membcr of Bush's political drcam 
tcam still around to truly nudge Bush into a prop-
er direction. Evcn thcn, howcver, Bush cannot 
show the same hubris that he displaycd when he 
attempted to foist Kcrik and Miers on rhe 
American peoplc; Rcpublicans and Democrars 
alike in Congress havc alrcady shown thcir abjecr 
contempt for Bush's cronyism, and B11sh will have 
to be very careful to sclcct someonc who is palat-
ablc to both parties of Congrcss. 
President Bush is not the fust American 
presidenr to find hirnself in this situation. Thc first 
examplc of vicc presidential rcsignation willlcnd 
him little comfort- that happcncd whcn the grcat 
South Carolina orator John C. Calhoun rcsigncd 
as Andrew Jackson's vicc presidcnt (and presump-
tivc successor) in protest of Jackson's position on 
nullification, and despite the furious debate sur-
rounding this decision, neither man was in any 
way disgraced by its occurrence. No, it is from the 
second example of vice presidential resignation 
that Bush can take some consolation. On October 
10, 1973, afrer an invcstigation that had fargely 
been kept out of the public eye (prirnarily because 
of the nation's focus on a much bigger scandal 
called Watergate), Vice President Spiro Agnew 
resigned before pleading no contest to a charge of 
tax evasion during his renure as Governor of 
Maryland (the Justice Deparrment actually had 
him pinned on accepring almost S30,000 in 
bribes, but they dismissed this charge in return for 
a $10,000 fine and hisremoval from power). This 
dent who had to excrcise the powers invested in 
him by the 25th Ainendment- namely, the power 
to select a Vice President of the United States in 
the event that the si tting Vice President either 
died or was removed from his office (the amend-
ment had been adopted only six years earlier, in 
1967, by a president who knew all-too-well the 
potential mortality inherent in both offices). 
Nixon chose to replace Agnew wi th Gerald Ford, 
a milquetoast Representative from Michigan 
whose partisan loyalty and political inoffensive-
ness made him the perfcct choice for a man who 
did not want any divisive batdes in Congress over 
his pick- and also did not want to select someone 
who might make a more appeali ng president than 
hirnself (even then, Nixon was contemplating the 
possibility that he would have to abandon his 
command). 
As we now know, of course, Nixon's 
attempts to select a Vicc President who would not 
have to succeed him in the Oval Office failed, and 
when Ford ascended to the presidency on August 
9, 197 4, he bccame the second president in 
American history who was required to sclect a vice 
prcsident via thc 25th Amendment. His choice -
Nelson Rockefeller, the left-wing N ew York gov-
ernor and three- time presidential aspirant in the 
Republican primaries - was made mostly to 
appease liberals within his own party (and, as Jules 
Wircover later reported, because the only al terna-
tive, CIA Director George Bush, was a man who 
most party Iuminaries feit would make an incom-
petent chief executive were anything to happen to 
Ford) . Unlike Ford, Rockefeller's ascen t to the 
Vice Presidency through this amendment did not 
culminate in a future presidcncy- after two assas-
sination attempts on Ford failed in September 
1975, Rockefeller's prospe.:ts at becoming 
Commander-in-Chief died, as the right-wing 
drift of the GOP became unstoppable. 
But that was history; and we are now at 
an exciting point in the present, because George 
Walker Bush will quite probably have to select an 
individual to replace Dick Cheney. Like Nixon 
and Ford before him, Bush will want somebody 
who is loyal to him, sinccrely in agrcemcnt with 
his agenda, and palatable enough to both parties 
that the nomination of this individual will not 
cause him too much grief Also like Nixon and 
Ford, however, Bush will want to select someonc 
who might givc him some positive publicity- after 
the doom and gloom that most of 2005 has 
.wrought upon him, even a man ofBush's meager 
mental capacitics probably understands that it 
would be wisc for him to pick somcone who is 
beloved by the nation, who is stellar, who is, shall 
we say it: revolutionary. 
I anticipa te that he will select 
Condoleezza Rice. 
Why? Several rcasons. She is an African-
Amcrican fcmale . These would be two firsts in the 
history of the American Vice Presidency, and 
would give Bush a footnote in history textbooks 
that can never be erased. Every president contem-
plates his legacy, and Bush is no exception to this 
rule. What's more, she has proven herself to be 
intensely loyal to his administration , and for the 
past four years has emerged as one of his most 
trusted advisers. Bush doesn't want the Vice 
President to merely be what John Adams once 
referred to as "the most insignificant office that 
ever the invention of man contrived or his imagi-
nation conceived." He wants his Vice President to 
be, qulte literally, his second-in-command- andin 
the person •of Condi Rice, he has someone who 
can serve this function for him, while sirnultane-
ously providing an interesting rallying point that 
no congressman who has his eye toward history 
will wish to overlook. 
This is my prediction. Rebut it if you 
will; and perhaps I am wrong. Only time will teil. 
• I would like to correct a statement/hat I made in 
my last editorial, which now I find that I do not agree with. 
I predicted that Barock Obama, if nominated, would be 
inclined to pick someone. like Harry Reid as bis Vice 
?resident. It occurs to methat Obama would wantto pick a 
governor, so as to balance the ticket. R esearch has also shown 
me tbat R eid is alleged to bave anti-abortion inclinations, 
sometbing tbat Obama would not wallt in a11y way associ-
ated with bis campaign. I tbink a seasoned soutbern gover-
nor, whose liberalism is tempered by bis age, would make tbe 
ideal foil for Obama. Phi/ Bredese11, tbe Governor of 
Tennessee, comes to mind. 
Americans Still Won't 
Vote for Minorities, Matt 
Or w omen, for that matter 
BY }ESSE MYERSON 
In brief, "The New Emporia: The 44th President of the United States," 
Matthew Rozsa's article in the most recent Observer decidedly marks him 
as politically inept. Whether he, master of brevity, is "prognosticating" or 
"oraculati ng" or even just predicting, as do we middling plebes, the events 
he foresees are ludicrous and often downright bizarre. Watch as I careful-
ly balance ad homonym attacks on Mr. Rozsa's writing style with equally 
scathing critiques of his political analysis. 
The piece's sound argumentation ends with Rozsa's analysis of 
polls regarding preference in Democrarie nominees. Immediately there-
after, in the equivalent section for Republicans, not only does he count 
recipients of 26% and 18% in a statistical tie, given a 5% MoE, but he 
additionally expresses shock at Senator Bill Frist's poor standing. Even a 
brief glance at similar polls or the front page of a respectable news source 
would ~eveal that Sen. Frist's unpopularity comes from his heavily publi-
cized r~cent insider-trading scandal and the fact that Republican Senators 
seen as Bush devotees are ubiquitously out of favor. 
Rozsa goes on to Iist "charisma" as a quality possessed of John 
Kerry. Curiously, he later remarks upon Condoleezza Rice's Iack of it. OK, 
fair enough: Rozsa's simply got a different Standard of judgment from the 
other 297,399,999 of us. l'm not certain what they who concentrate in 
American Studies talk about, but we on the Theater side of things think a 
Iot about the rules of thc presented universe. Rozsa may wish to reevalu-
ate his. 
Most egregiously, it would seem our Matthew Jives in an America 
devoid of race and gender issues. He throws about names like Barack 
Obama, Condoleezza Rice and Hillary Clinton without once considering 
the implications of their sk.in colors or reproductive organs. It is startling 
how the Bard bubble or sheer Iack of understanding about how America 
works has addled an obviously bright 
man's brain. 
Rozsa "personally suspects" that 
Barack Obama will serve as the anti-
Hillary candidate. There are, of course, 
none but the most superficial grounds to 
suspect that Obama will even offer his 
candidacy, much less win the nomination. 
He has not established a PAC or made 
any ventures to Iowa or New Hampshire. 
These, and not Rosza's personal suspi-
cions, are indicators of considered candi-
dacy. 
Som'eone who has clone these 
things who Rozsa never mentions is 
Wisconsin's Senator Russ Feingold. 
"Charisma," you say, Matt Rozsa? And 
Russ Feingold· Too ]ewish "electabili ty" and "liberalism" too? W eil. 
Jor the American Public? Feingold voted against the now irnmense-
ly unpopular war in lraq and is the only 
senator to have proposed a date for withdrawal. He was the one senator of 
a hundred to vote agai nst the PATRIOT Act, when not even Ted 
Kennedy, Barbara Boxer, the aforementioned Kerry and Clinton or Paul 
Wellstone would protest. Feingold won centrist Wisconsin in 2004, after 
these things, by twenty points more than John Kerry did the same state. 
He's the most reasonable senator on the issue of Israeli-Palestinian rela-
tions. He's relatively young, extraordinarily weil spoken, courageous, and, 
as Isaac Yager might say, all the rest of it. . 
But he's Je ... vish. 
And I refuse to be as blind as Mr. Rozsa and predict that some-
one with so obvious a stigmawill be the next president.ln fact, I won't pre-
dict that anyone will at all, since it's far too early and so much relies on the 
2006 congressional and gubernatorial elections. But, given Rozsa's qualifi-
cations, there is no excuse at all for overlooking Russ Feingold. Onward. 
John McCain will fail to capture the GOP nornination, Rozsa 
predicts, because a strong Republican factionwill "NEVER" support him, 
owing to his views on campaign finance reform (the other sponsor, I rnight 
mention, of the McCain-Feingold Act is, of course, Feingold). Rozsa con-
veniently forgets that an even larger and stronger faction "vill NEVER 
support Mayor Giuliani because of his beliefthat a woman has the right 
to select her own health care. It is worth noting that he believes this more 
strongly, even, than his very own Senator, Mrs. Clinton. 
lt gets better. Matt soon makes the utterly absurd prediction of a 
party abandonment by Sen. McCain, a Republican stalwart, referred to as 
a renegade only by the world's blindest media with the blindest conven-
rional wisdom. McCain has been a Republican senator for what will, by 
2008, be more than twenty years-he was preceded by Barry Goldwater-
and was perhaps President Bush's most vocal supporter in 2004. The sen-
ator, who will be 72 by the November, 2008, would have to be willing to 
jeopardize his status as Ranking Member of the Senate Committee on 
Commerce, Science, and Transportation; member of the Senate 
Comrnittee on Anned Services; and member and form er Chairman of the 
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BY ANNA PYCIOR 
During the question and answer portion of 
last Saturday's panel discussion on 
Hurricane Katrina in the MPR, a member 
of the audience asked for the panelists' 
speculations on why it is that the earth-
quake in Pakistan has been receiving so lit-
tle attention in US news and public dis-
course. The panelists affered the two most 
common explanations for the American 
disregard for the crisis in Pakistan: the 
geographica! distance and race differences, 
and the recent inundation of natural disas-
ters on the domestic front and abroad 
which have required aid . 
The most recent American news 
reports cite the death toll of thls "mam-
moth earthquake" at 80,000 Pakistanis. On 
top of thls immediate fatality count are th_e 
deaths that are anticipated due to the 
approaching winter season. UN Secretary-
General Kofi Annan warned the world 
community that a second "massive wave of 
death" could very possibly ensue from the 
hard conditions steadily approaching the 
A Call to Vote 
The view of a Red 
Hook resident 
BY MORGAN R. }ETTO 
Have you heard the news? The Hudson 
Valley has caught the eye · of potential 
developers as the next hot spot for subur-
ban development. Believe it or not, in the 
greater Red Hook area there are currently 
only 1,300 of a possible 13,000 acres pro-
teered from out of state and foreign devel-
opers. These developers se.e a product in 
our beautiful area and are looking to capi-
talize on it. Just take a drive south towards 
Fishkill and surrounding areas to see what 
developers want to do here. For years the 
distance commuters have been willing to 
travel has grown steadily, and as long as real 
estate prices continue to rise that distance 
will continue to grow. Pick up a paper. 
Read about it. It's everywhere. California 
and Florida coasts as well as New Jerseyare 
all experiencing mass residential growth. 
Red Hook is the definition of the rural 
fringe, and unless something is done soon 
its rural character will be lost. Fortunately, 
those looking to take a pro-active stance on 
thls issue can do so by voting for your very 
own Dean of Students, Erin Cannan. Erin 
and her Democratic counterparts are com-
mitted, among other things, to protecting 
Red Hook's rural character. 
Each student who came to Bard 
knew what the realities concerning local 
life were. Hopefully, most of you embraced 
those realities because they stand in stark 
cantrast to city life. The Red Hook area 
does not have a hopping bar scene or a 
sprawling metropolis, and for one reason or 
another every student here chose the 
peaceful and rural atmosphere that is at the 
heart of the beautiful Hudson Valley. This 
is the same Hudson Valley that the likes of 
Bob Dylan, Annie Lebovitz, and many 
notable artists, musicians and writers have 
called, and continue to call, home. They 
all saw what we see today; a pastoralland-
scape perfect for raising a farnily, taking a 
desolate region. Annan insisted, "This is a 
huge, huge d.isaster. It is a race against time 
to save the lives of these people. I would 
hope that the international community 
will respond and those with capacity will 
do everything possible to work with us and 
work with the Pakistani government." 
As the threat of potentially fatal 
temperatures for the 2.5 million living in 
makeshift tents, open spaces, and propped 
up homes 
Pakistan 
closer, the amount 
of aid being pro-
vided is less than · 
has been for previ- · 




country are worried 
that people who 
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Wednesday online quake donations were 
roughly S200,000 compared to S1.5 mil-
lion in online gifts at the same stage after 
the tsunarni. 
Between the tsunami in 
December, Hurricane Katrina this 
September, Hurrical}e Rita after it, and 
now another "Asian tragedy," people seem 
to be less inclined to keep donating. The 
labeling of the tsunami and earthquake as 
"Asian disasters" 
as compared to 
the "American 








the aftermath of 
the quake. 
The media's 
already weary American donors, is the fre-
quent turn to cite the Indian/Pakistani 
conflict in reports on the region. "Every 
article in the American media about lndia 
and Pakistan tends to mention the three 
times the two countries went to war," says 
Vinay Lal, professor of South Asian histo-
ry at UCLA. "From the American point of 
view, this has been the dominaring 
theme ... and [this point of view] is also 
extended to the [wrong] idea that Hindus 
and Muslims have been continually in con-
flict over centuries." 
j:l;'+'•l@.''}w, ~- "'' ·- · · causes will have less t ::t#': '% . · . · .- ··. ; ,. . . , ;• lack of coverage 
for then:. They also i .1::~ :~ ;. ( . ~ . ' of this tra~edy is 
are afrrud that the r -tW ··z<~i~"' · · .. -;~· . . but one p1ece of 
~~nc;ea~el inoir:~~ [ l~l ·:~~ < .. "' .. ,,,n, ,._."'_". -~ • ~~t~!- ~~htlrob~::~ 
lt is worse that the media should 
discourage donors with reminders of the 
political state of affairs in Pakistan when 
the crisis itself should be the focus. Too 
many in the US not only know too little 
about what is going on and has gone on in 
the quake ridden region, but arealso listen-
ing to news reports about the implications 
which the disaster has for the region polit-
ically. The situation is so dire that it should 
constitute direct and unpoliticized reports . 
on the thousands of casualties and terrible 
repercussions of the catastrophe. While it 
is shameful that the earthquake should be 
covered less than any other disaster, it is 
more distasteful for reports to draw the 
focus from the increasing need for aid, to 
political issues in the region. 
nan:ral gas prices So many have died in Pakistan th'at bodie.s,, coverage has 
sparked by Katrina have. been burird in mass gra.ves ;; been remarkably 
and Rita will cause ,., " ,,, .tscant, with 
everyone to give less, period," writes 
MSNNBC. Atlanta-based non-profit 
organization CARE said that as of last 
weekend retreat, and in the case of students 
at Bard, attending school. But the popular 
vistas and pastorallandscape that everyone 
knows and loves are in danger. 
On Sunday, October 16, 2005 
Red Hook's Democratic slate of candidates 
attended a gala highlighted by a speech 
delivered by Senator Chuck Schumer. 
Schumer spoke on a myriad of issues rang-
ing from gas prices, to local elections, to his 
disapproval of the Bush Administration. 
His spin on the Bush adrninistration was 
interesting but predictable, and considering 
tickets were not free the Senator was 
preaching to the choir. lt was his thoughts 
on local politics and the upcoming election 
that caught my.attention. Senator Schumer 
said it was up to the voters to get the ball 
rolling for Congressional candidates in 
local elections. Democrarie Congressional 
candidates need a platform to stand on in 
their bids for office in the Fall of 2006. 
That platform can be found through 
Democratic victories in local elections 
statewide. 
As students at Bard College you 
have countless opportunities to, "think 
globally." Bard is a virtual hotbed for activ- · 
ity when it comes to such issues as culture 
and race. But how often do you get to "act 
locally?"The issue of sprawl may not be as 
sexy or appealing as the war in lraq, but it's 
important nonetheless and requires a voice. 
Senator Schumer hirnself acknowledged 
that we have to act locally before we can 
thlnk globally. So, if you're looking for ways 
to fulfill the motto "think global, act local," 
fill out a ballot that will help preserve part 
of a beautifullandscape that has for many 
years welcomed Bard students. On 
November 8th vote for your Dean of 
Students Erin Cannan as well as her 
Democratic counterparts Harry Colgan, 
Laurie Nash, Vicky Perry and Jonah 
Triebwasser. These candidates have ideas 
that resonate with the small town concerns 
that in many ways define Bard College. As 
for myself, I a~ a twenty-one year old Red 
Hook resident of thirteen years, and I 
believe President Bush is taking the coun-
try in the wrang direction. I see this elec-
tion as the first step towards a necessary 
change in Washington, and I intend to fill 
out my ballot appropriately, 
updates on Hurricane Wilma overshadow-
ing that ofPakistan's situation. What is less 
blatant, but very well may have affected the 
Love shameless self-promotion 
more than we do? (Or at least just as 
much?) Advertise for vour club in 
the Observer. Send a PD.F' or 
attached Word docutnent \Vith the 
details of your tneeting or event to 
observer@bard.edu 
Bard College 
Master of Arts in Teaching Program 
OPENHOUSE 
Saturday, November 12,2005 
10AM-1PM 
Campus Center Multi Purpose Room 
Meet ·the faculty, recent MAT graduates and current 
MAT studentsandfind out more about this new 
one-year graduate program that prepares you to teach 
English, biology, mathematics or history in grades 7-
12. Fellowships available. 
To register email cmaple@bard.edu, call 845-758-
7145 or register online at www.bard.edu/mat 
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Untided 
BY }ENNY HENDRIX 
Made aloneby the own 
Force of denial 
Not to have the forms of what 
I needed. The day enriched 
By a pondcrous air 
Tiring 
The resdess way the night marle 
Silver, the Iamp consistendy mistook 
Formoon. 
Ocean was 
A perfect citcle 
Saturated bf too much green and so allve 
The way you bum out of 
An overfullness, end as 
shells of the aquatic, and so on 
·:·:~ 
Cicacdas m,alcing night-full 
. Dp• }'9U notice .~hen you are 
' Not Sleep1ng? 




The fall is ·the source of wang~ring, 
t 0 be left with roou on. ... ' 
The corn, momentarily, will 
Fall from its husks. 
To have suddenly the whole of night 
Bolllng in the absence of tlame. 
And what misplaced? 
Not mooßlight not 
The forms of moon. Fear 
When the sky sweUs 
The rush of light as the birds' progressions 
Turn the moon 
,We've found. To get somewhere 
In the meandcrings. offalt 
As the doorbell chimes or 
There is no dÖOrbell-
U ntil thcre is belief in arrival 
We are all so young . .. " 
Or the trees empty 
Or the forms of corn too small. 
Myerson, continued from page 14 
Committee on Indian Affairs, in order to switch parties. McCain 
has never shown any allegiance or even alliance with another 
party, so Rozsa's prediction is ridiculous and insubstantial, lack-
ing any evidentiary basis. 
Regarding the general election, the analysis is no less 
worthy of ridicule. "What's more," Rozsa claims, "Giuliani and 
McCain, however popular they might be in small doses, do not 
have the composure necessary to sit well on the national stage. 
Obama does." This is an interesting point and one there is no 
possible way of making since Obama has only ~een in the Senate 
for just over one measly year. A judgment on his staying popu-
larity is immediately presumptuous and illogical, especially when 
compared with McCain's lengthy record of public service. 
Matt, why oh why did you write something so naive? 
Drugs, continued from page 13 - ist cells, drug lords arid cartels, separatist groups and 
arms and hiring mercenaries, and any other lucrative other real criminals lose their source of income. 
illegal venture. just two examples of this are the lrish · Without a commodity to sell, neighborhood gangs 
Republican Army, who reportedly sold huge amounts stop their turf wars and disappear. Like a machete 
of drugs to finance its militant activities in and around mowing down shrubs, the legalization of drugs will 
Belfast, and the Taliban, who grew almost all of the sweep away organized crime's power base. 
western world's opium, and used the profits to finance With the legalization of drugs, the Food and 
radical lslamic terrorists including (probably) those Drug Administration sets limits on dosage, as well as 
that perpetrated the attacks in 2001 . the concentration of psychoactive chemieals in each 
Laws restricting the sale and production of dose. Drugs become safer to use. With drugs being 
drugs are the main reason drug sales yield such high sold prepackaged in their own syringes, the spread of 
profits, which are then used for other ·illegal activity. HIV is greatly reduced. Local governments tax the sale 
Basic laws of supply and demand dictate that reducing of drugs, raising money for public works. 
the number of producers in a high, inelastic demand Users who want to kick their habit are no 
market willlead to inflated prices. lnflated prices will longer given cause tobe afraid that they will be arrest-
encourage producers to enter the market, countering ed if they seek help. And men and women do not have 
our efforts to reduce drug production. to turn to theft and prostitution to finance their habits. 
Every year the United States sends more than Drug use among teenagers drops significant-
S3 billion in aid to Columbia to fight the cultivation of ly because marijuana, popular among teens and young 
coca (think planes with millions of gallons of herbi- adults, is no longer, a "gateway drug" (marijuana is a 
cide). But despite the US's efforts, the price of cocaine "gateway drug" now because marijyana dealers also sell 
has actually declined from S100 pergram in 1986 to other drugs and have a financial incentive to get teens 
S50-S70 in 2003. This indicates that one oftwo things buying marijuana hooked on those harder drugs. 
have occurred. Either the demand for cocaine has Dealers frequently turn to deception to get teens 
decreased significantly, or the number of producers or hooked on other drugs by lacing marijuana with crack 
the amount being produced has increased significant- cocaine, for example). 
ly. Evidence indicates the latter. Satellite phmos reveal A pipc dream? Hardly. 
that coca cultivation has increased in Chile, Bogot:i The Dutch and the Swiss have already legal-
and Peru. ized a nurober of drugs, including heroin and marijua-· 
The high price of illicit drugs also breeds na, and their success at reducing crime and addiction is 
crime and social ills among the market's consumers. worthy of note. Canada is also moving towards partial 
And most of the illegal , ........... , .. , ....... .... ,., .... , .., .. ,. , .. ,.:,.,:•••••·n . . ..... :· :.••••,, •••... ,.... . .. ,., ...•••. ,.,., .•.•.• ,,, ........ ,.,.,.,.,.wv.···, •.•.••.•...... , ....... , legalization. The primary 
activities that drug users The(tmtrit/f...~ Drftg.Xft1odel;.fs 9-n (n;lpbic sj,f- . theory behind the Dutch 
engage in are a _direct itin,)tliat elieoiuaglitillevli/lltti~ 'i~- and S'_viss models is harm 
result of the 1llegal .- . ; · ~ . ' • • o· · · reductton rather than the 
nature and the exorbi- ~f!g lerrONSMj g#ng f!J!Jlen~t~ .. thifl aruJ mur- supply and demand 
tant cost of the product. dtr;'fiomesti( iihuse:, s/avHry''•prostituti'on and reduction model used in 
lt is well known that • . ..J ·· .. • • .' ' the United States. 
addicts frequently steal orK.~ntzeu {eJ>f!ralts"· acltttnty. And d~g laws. In fact, the 
or even kill in order to · atty.a//y in"!~st t~ impa,ft drugs hjvt on' ·@ Dutch model has been so 
finance their hab.its. sodlty by creating an incentivefor hrodudion successful that Can~dian 
Women who are addict- . • :: . • ,r~' researchers have des1gned 
ed to hard drugs have and consumption, JWD!noltng[an4} ~~ SJ'I':~fi a project to test harm 
been known to turn to oJ HIV;creating a disincentive for rehahilita: reduction strategies in 
pm.,im<ion to m•k< J" r . . ... I • .. ,L . , ,. • ' 0 Nonh Am<ri~. A two 
IDOilC)' 10 pay fOl' tbeir ·· .. ,·· ... ,.~~,·~·-1·,r;n •...•. ;,··.0, ~~·. ·.'.·«lfi·.u .... · .... -',·<·use~ . •. <iiJ .... ~.·  ·.~.. ····,li .... v.·.······.·.',.-··;;.· ,..ja···.··· t· .. . ~.n .... i· ... ·-. ... t ..  n .. e ...•. ·,'.·.·.' ... ~ ... a· .. t .. s.· ,·.-o .. ~.. , .,'·'·.··.'':· year research project 
h b't D al ·u ~?f.·""f,"' o{'-•,,'<'·'J'"·':c''*'Y 1"· 1·~<) .. ~~ ,> ",,,1%'01 ·l .c. __ _. _ _.bytheCanadian a 1 . e ers W1 ~ ,.. 1 ...., "! -~ .. § > , , f (:) i... ~(~ , • -::-::- lWlucu 
sometimes accept collat- rights ;j t:it;;i;,; ;; ~~};;. natlo;;, . . · ... < Institutes of Health 
eral in exchange for · • " Research (a federal 
drugs, and then force agency), Now Comes the 
their customer to comrnit illegal acts using a house, a North American Opiate Initiative (NAOMJ), plans to 
car, even a family member as leverage. In every major hand out heroin and methadone (artificial heroin) to 
US city, drug related crime accounts for a significant 470 "treatment-resistant" addicts (that is, addicts who 
proportion of total crime. have been addicted for more than five years and have 
The enforcement of existing legislation also twice gone through rehab). The study aims to find out 
places an unnecessary burden on society. During the whether heroin maintenance, the practice of providing 
past decade, more than 6.5 million Americans have free heroin and methadone to addicts who submit to 
been arrested on marijuana charges alone. That's more treatment, will work in North America. 
than the entire combined ·populations of Alaska, Similar studies conducted by the University 
Delaware, the District of Columbia, Montana, North of British Columbia in the' Netherlands and 
Dakota, South Dakota, Vermont, and Wyoming. Switzerland showed that free heroin and methadone 
Nearly 90% of these arrests were for the simple posses- in exchange for treatment reduced addicts' use of street 
sion of marijuana for personal use. drugs, improved their health, and lowered their rate of 
Annually, state and local justice for marijuana unemployment and level of criminality 
arrests alone are now estimated to cost S7.6 billion, or I would like to address some of the concerns 
S10,400 per arrest. This is both an enormous cost to that my reader rnight have. Many opponents to the 
society and an enormous waste of tax revenue, for it legalization of drugs feel that if the govemment were 
has not curbed the use of marijuana. Nearly 80 million to legalize drugs it would be condoning their use. But 
Americans openly admit to trying cannabis, and more this is fallacious. Laws are not moral Statements, they 
than 15 million adrnit to using it on a regular basis. are simply a Statement of consequence. If you kill 
Many experts believe that it is, in fact, impos- someone, you will go to jail. lf you possess drugs, you 
sible to stem the flow of drugs into the United States. will be fined and/or imprisoned. They may be motivat-
US citizens pay more for drugs, including opiates, than ed by moral sentiments, but laws themselves are state-
any other country. Thus, it offers the widest range of ments of ability, not morality. One should never con-
profit margins for producers. For America's "War on fuse one with the other. 
Drugs" to succeed, the US would have to eliminate Ultimately, we seek a solution to the prob-
99.4% of producers before it came to the critical .6% lems that drugs cause: addiction, poor health, broken 
that supply the country. Anything short ofthat simply homes, unemployment and death. But we must seek 
raises the market value of the drugs we are trying to intelligently. We must reasonably assess all possibili-
eliminate. ties before making our decision. As I believe I have 
The only way to curb drug use and mitigate the shown here, adopting a harm reduction strategy to 
negative social impacts drugs have on our country is to deal with now illegal drugs offers a greater chance of 
partially legalize them. Consider the following sce- success than our current method. The laws we have in 
nario: all drugs which are currently illegal are made place today are a detriment to society. They encourage 
legal for use by adults of more than 21 years of age. illegal activity by creating an incentive to sell drugs. 
Licensed merchants may sell cocaine, heroin, marijua- They fill our neighborhoods with gangs, our streets 
na and other drugs. Big agricultural companies begin with blood. They help drugs destroy the lives and liveli-
to cultivate poppies, coca, hemp, and hashish. The hoods of our citizens. 
production of formerly illicit drugs increases signifi-
cantly, causing the price of these substances to fall 
dramatically (basic law of supply and demand). 
Suddenly, the golden chicken stops laying eggs; terror-
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Horoscopes 
BY CLAIR CONNECTION 
Aries CMarcb 21-April19) 
Recendy, it has come to this humble 
astrologer's attention that somewhere in the 
universe there is another person by the 
name of Clair Connection who is also a 
"reader of the Stars. n Although I know 
nothing whatsoever about this person, it 
seems that through some sort of cosmic 
chance we share a certain, weil, connection. 
This is an apt metaphor for you this week, 
Aries-I predict that you will discover a 
multirude of serendipitous connections 
between yourself and others, becoming 
aware of what links you on the deepest Ievel 
to your world. 
. Taurus (April20-May 20l 
Do you remernher that scene in "The 
Sword in the Stone" where Merlin and that 
evil witch have a sort of curse battle, ruming 
each other into increasingly disgusting crea-
rures? This is the type of siruation that lies 
ahead for you this week, Taurus, a back-
and-forth duel of evil influence and ill 
intentions. However, I predict that, like 
Merlin himself, you will prove to be the 
stronger one, using your affiliation with, and 
real belief in, "Good" to deflect the malice 
that is being cast at you from aU sides. 
Ge mini (May 21-lune 20) 
Ferdinand Cheval was a postman in the 
Hautes-rives region ofFrance. On his deliv-
ery rounds, he would collect stones that he 
found interestingor nice-looking. He start-
ed by carrying them in his pockets, then a 
basket, and then a wheelbarrow. The towns-
folk were pretty sure he was an idiot. From 
33 years worth of collected stones came 
Cheval's Palais Ideal (ideal casde), an incred-
ibly beautiful work of art built almost enti.re-
ly on drearns. Use this postman as your roJe 
model this week, Gemini. It is time for you 
too to find art in the trivial, inspiration in 
the mundane, and to inquire into how it is 
that you can fulfill your dreams through the 
medium of the quotidian. 
Cancer ( luoe 21-luJ,y 22) 
When a barrier falls in the real world, the 
consequences are generally negative-
something that ought to have been kept out 
gets in, and there usually follows one form 
of chaos or another {I'm thinking, like 
Hadrian's wall here). However, metaphori-
cally, we usually see the collaspe of a barrier 
in a quite positive light. Take phrases such 
as: "expanding your boundaries," "exploring 
new horiwns,""opening your mind,"and so 
on. I suppose it depends whether we think 
the barrier was supposed to be there or not. 
This week, Cancer, think about which of 
your barriers should, and which shouldn't be 
allowed to fall 
Leo ( luly 23-Aupst 22) 
Genetic modification if pretty . scary shit. 
No one really knows what happens when 
you combine, say, a chimp and a mocking-
bird, and no one is really sure they want to 
know. That being said, hybridization is 
usually used to "import" desireable traits 
from one species to another. Apart from 
the potential health risks and general weird-
ness of eating apples with moth parts, one 
could imagine some day creating a creature 
made up of aU the best bits of every other, a 
sort of Super Beast, if you will. I suggest 
you ignore the creepy, mad-scientist vibe in 
this proposal, Leo, and make just this sort of 
hybrid of your current siruation, selecting 
only those aspects of everything that are 
most desireable and combining them into 
something stronger that will yield a greater 
potential for growth. 
Virgo (Au"'st 23-September 22) 
This week I have the feeling that you are 
engaged in a sort of rug-of-war game with 
the calender, trying to regain possession of 
the time that seems to be going by too 
uicklv for aU those thimrs vou need to do. 
THE BARD ÜBSERVER 
However, Virgo, in order to best align your-
self with the cosmos at this point, I suggest 
that you Iet go of the rope, at least a little: Iet 
it slacken instead of insisting on constant 
tension, maybe learn some of those really 
cool sailor's knots, or make a lasso to catch 
aU the potential disordered breakthroughs 
Vl;LUuer 31 , 2005 
Gay Marriage, continued from page 12 sphere of c:quality, giving legitimacy to a 
famUy is black. This might have you system that otherwise wrongly benefits 
shouting, "Noah, wbat the fuck are you f.ro~ ~ese couples withour recognizing 
talking about? A family is a family!" To thet.ruruon, and their citiz~nship jn .rerurn. 
that, I would say, yes, a family is a family, . . Is there some Strategie reason for 
~ut po~rty is not poverty. Black poverty legalizmg ~ay marriage beyond what I 
m Arnenca motivated the Moynihan the- have established? Maybe, butthat does not 
sjs, not just general sociat disorder, and to really matter. Democracies do not function 
~o.rcibly transplant the theory ro the sub- ~ well ~hen they conspicuously marginal-
JeCt of gay marriage, does a genuine dis- tze secnons of the population for shitty 
service to the dialogue. Whether or not he reasons {and most of rhem are shitty). 
was right, Moynihan made his conclusions More irnportantly, just because one can 
baseq on one set of conditions, those in exclude someone, make him or her feel 
Arnerican ghettos, which developed for ~ke less of a person, it does not mean it 
countless intersecting reasons aside from nght. I mean, for fuck's ·sake, these are 
just family instability, including historical human beings, who should not have to 
discrimination, private comrnercial disen- meet some economic test to have the state 
gagel]lent, legal inequities, and so many honor their partnerships. 
that come from your new attirude. 
Libra (September 23-0ctober 22) 
People always ask, and expect to hear that, 
when becoming a year older, one should 
also be "ruming over a new leaf" to use the 
old cliche. As srupid as it sounds, this is 
acrually rather an appropriate adage for you 
this week Libra. Now more than ever is the 
time to recognize that the old care-worn 
identity you have grown so used to is quick-
ly exfoliating itself, being shed whether you 
like. it or not. 
Scorpio (October 23-November 21) 
A truism is a beautiful thing: with one sim-
ple phrase we can dispel argument, stifle 
.confusion (and creativity of course, but 
shhh), and neatly put labels on ideas, per-
sons, or things. I wonder, Scorpio, what it is 
that you use in this capacity. What do you 
have recourse to when your metaphorical 
barre! of ambiguities seems to be leeking? 
This week I suggest you allow yourself ful1 
use of this thing, whatever it is, allowing 
yourself a period of resting, if facile, clarity. 
Sagittarius (November 22-December 21) 
In my encounters with the outside world of 
late,l have been finding constant reference 
to a sort of network of the powerful, such as 
the Skull and Bones Society, political crony-
~ther factors that Rob's half-assed imposi- . Unfortunately, Rob d~s notcon-
non of Moynihan's theory becomes a cem htmself much with tbings like digni-
severe detriment. ty or equality, to the point where he rele-
Retuming to the issue at band 1 gates same-sex couples to the category of 
~nt to make a case .fur gay marriage, su~- an "interest gtoup." That classification 
cmctly and with the coaviction that makes . works as long as you can make sexual 
any of this count. As far as 1 can teil in a attraction, a biological imperative, out to 
democracy, the equality of personhood be merely an "interest." Honesdy, gay peo-
enshrined in our Constitution rests in ple are about as much of an "interest 
equal access to fundamental civic instiru- group" as solid food eaters. By subjecting 
tions, wbether it is the francbise educa- such fundamental characteristics to Rob's 
ti~~ the legal system, marriage, 'or any- kind of categ?riza~on, one engages in an 
thing dse we collectively deem important. ug~y d_~dauon wt~ the veneer of noble 
Denied marriage, gay people cannot ca11 ObJectiVIty. And that s al1 that Rob has, a 
this country theirs, even as law-abiding, veneer, with little factual or argumentative 
devoted members of society. By allowing substance. Maybe next time he'll do his 
same-sex coupl~ to marry, you enlarge the research. 
ism, conspiracy theory, and the like. 1-------------------------------
-
Because you, Sag, value your personal free-
dom so highly {I would even say above aU 
eise), the idea of organized power can seem 
terrifying while at the same time intriguing. 
This weck is a perfect time to immerse 
yourself in the srudy of the mechanisms of 
power-in this way, you can understand and 
protect yourself from entanglement in its 
nttworlcs. I would bet tbat )IDU will Jeam 
that for you at least, true power is found in 
the individual achievement, and not in these 
contaminated, established practices. 





BY TOM SCHULTZ 
I suggest, Capricorn, that this week you The movie Anima/ House focuses on two 
declare yourself Employee of the Year for compj:ting frat houses, one comprised of 
the Ft.rm ofYou and You, Inc. The premise young, upstanding, athletic scholars, the 
of such a declaration may be stated as such: other comprised of drunken partiers and 
you, Capricorn, have demonstrated your near-dropouts. Throughout the movie, the 
commitment to yourself to an outstanding latter house (Delta) endures coundess 
degree, and you are going to reward your- attempts by the former (Omega) 
self, both getting yourself to _like working to oust them with the aid of a 
for yourself more, and ensuring that you will conniving Dean. But although 
continue to be as good to yourself as you they are expelled, Delta house 
have been up to now · survives and evenrually wins out 
Aquarius ( lanuacy 20-Februacy 18) over the Omegas, proving once 
Everyone knows the old stories about mice and for al1 that daytime drunken-
and elephants-how supposedly the big ness and public urination pay off. ·· 
strong animal is often defeated by the small, In the NFL today, a 
weak one. In a time when strength (of similar situation is at hand. On 
character, of will, of conviction, of body, etc) one end of the spectrum, there 
is so highly valued, it is important to keep in are the New England Patriots, an 
mind srupid stories like these. This week, illustrious, respectable, and, erm, 
Aquarius, nurture your personal weakness- patriotic team, led by do-gooder Tom 
es, putting them up against the elephant in Brady and stroke survivor Tedy Bruschi. 
your life instead of trying to fight strength These Patriots do not tolerate insolence, 
with strength. are rich in team chemistry, and are gener-
Pisces CFebruary 19-Marcb 20) ally reminiscent of the Omega house. In 
While you are no doubt as distraught by the the end, nothing ever goes wrong for these 
change in seasons as I am, Pisces, it would American Patriots. 
be beneficial for yqu this week to remernher On the other end of the spec-
a time before electric lights, heaters, and trum, however, are the publicly shamed 
automobiles when mankind lived by the Minnesota Vikings, who despite owning a 
rhythms of narure. When it was dark, we proud 1-3 rccord, decided one summer's 
went to bed; when the moon was full some night to throw an all-night sexcapade on a 
of us menstruated; when peach season was charter cruise on Lake Minnetonka (inci-
over we ate apples; when it was cold (I dentally, where I spent my childhood). 
guess) we were just cold and dealt with it, or This cruise of Iove was complete with 
maybe huddled together or something. Champagne, strippers, and unlike Randy 
What I am trying to say isthat it is impor- Moss'fake mooning ofGreen Bay fanslast 
tant for you to reconsider your ycar, actual nudity. 
connection/disconnection with narure at Following this display of outright 
this juncrure. Rather than trying to protect hedonism, the Vikings were reviled in the 
yourself from its various moods, hiding in media and almost driven out of the state 
your climate controlled horne/automobile, by the residents of Lake Minnetonka, who 
try and live with them for a while and see apparently did not enjoy the sight of !arge 
how much better that makes vou feel. black foothall olavers associatinl!: in a 
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friendlt way with their high-school-age 
daughters. "What occasion is there to 
partywhen you own a 1-3 record?"seemed 
to be the righteous question on every crit-
ic's lips, as if a sex-cruise is excusable as 




V'ifcfn'gs. I can 
was Daunte Culpepper, I would probably 
be doing the same thing with the millio"ns 
of dollars I would be making. The 
Minnesota Vikings are modern society's 
version of Delta House, a collection of 
misfits and miscreants that can't seem to 
get it right with the public and doesn't 
want to. Over the years, the Vikings have 
had their share of off-field incidents, relat-
ing mostly to the glorious Randy Moss, 
who embodied the Vikings attirude. These 
incidents include the aforementioned 
fake-mooning, Moss' arrest for attempting 
to drive through a police officer, Moss' 
leaving a game before it had finished, and 
Moss' infamous quote "I play when I want 
to play." But if this latest incident showed 
anything, it is that you can take the 
Vikings out ofMoss, but you can't take the 
Moss out the Vikings ... or something to 
that effect. 
So, the Vikings continue to 
srumble along with a sub-.500 record, 
making public blunders left and right and 
further lessening the respect they receive 
from the press. But in the long-run, these 
Minnesota Vikings will be looked back at 
with fondness, as a team that didn't care 
what people thought of it, because they 
were still making millions of dollars and 
having sex with young white girls. 
lt 's really almost sad. 
~ 
THE BARD ÜBSERVER ll:tDKil_ltliL-t 
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CARNAL KNOWLEDGE 
The Observer's Sex Column 
ls it altay to casually ask a pmtm if they want to bave sex with you? Or can I expect someone 
to rucuse mt ofsexuaJ barassment. by doing so? 
This seerns tobe a quite relative issue. Pethaps, if you approach a complete st.ranger and 
ask lfyou can slip herlhim the goods, you could get a violent reaction. On the other 
haod,if tbe person has a history with you aod is looking to spend the evening in the ~ame 
way asyou ar~ then you don't have a problem. So,just know who you are talking to, have 
respect" and be safe. 
ßard seems lo he filled wilh tWenittgs of random hookups and a ftw very long-term relation-
$hips. WkJt is thtre no middle ground (i.e. dating)? How can I be the center of the much need-
ed Bard .d(Jiittg s:cene, and encourage men to make advances .. . especially towards me? 
Hey, 1 think we are all ttying to figu.re that one out. There's no magic solution. But hete's 
an idea-don't wait: arouod for someone eise to make the move, be confident and bold 
and just do the asking yourself A long-term relationship isn't going to fall out of the 
sky. A lot of times, it happens with someone you've known for a long time. So perhaps 
it is a better idea to deepen the relationshlps you already have and be patient, instead of 
throwing yourself lnto a crowded Kline party and end up disappointed after a drunken 
hook up. Good luck.. 
My boJfri"end h4s. a habit of masturbating through the condom during sex. ls that saft? Is 
the candom more fjhly to breaJ.? 
Yes, fiddling with the condom during sex is unsafe. I dont know how masturbating 
through tbe condo.rn is even possible, but the only thing he should be doing with the 
condom at that momeiit is checking to feel if ir's still there. Perhaps you need a reprise 
ofthe condom advice from September (you can assume that by "perfect use,"we mean 
no masturbation through the condom during sex): 
If you ask any gynecologist, they'll tell you tbat coodoms only proteer you about 85% of 
the time. That said, the statistic is b:ised on typica/ use of a condom. "Typical" use means 
the condom is used inconsistently or incorrectlf some of the time and coosistently and 
correctly other times. What the doctor döesnt say is that there is another statistic based 
on petftct use of condoms. "Perfect" use means that a form of birth control is used con-
T he Resurrected Guy @ Kline 
COMPILED BY }ON KAPLAN 
Daniel 
Barricade myself in the 
3rd floor ofTewks. 
They'd never make it up 
the stairs. 
Olde English 40oz. 
Molotov cocktails. Yeah. 
I'd smoke em' up! They'd 
invade Down the Road and 
not my dorm. 
sistently and correcdy all of the time and carries a failure rate of only 3%. I guess it is 
reasonable to assume that not all couples will not use condoms perfectly, and as a result, 
health organizations try ro keep us careful by pub11shing the failure ratethat incorporates. 
inconsistenr condom use. So, don't let the 85% safety rating f.reak you out if you're not 
totally drunk and careless when you have sex and you remernher you're using a condom. 
In the case you need the criteria for "perfect" use of a condom: 
Use a ncw condom each time you have sex. 
Store condoms in a cool, dry place, our of direcr sunlight. 
Don't use a condom if it is damaged, discolored, deflated, brittle, or sticky from lube. 
Check the expiration date before you use it. 
Carefully open the condom package, being surenot to tear the condom. 
Put it on the erect penis before you bave intercou.rse. 
When placing the condom on the penis, leave space at the tip for ejaculate (pinch an 
inch), and gently squeeze this tip as you unroU the condom all the way down the shaft. 
Use water~based lubes. 
If the coodom breaks duriog sexual intercourse, withdraw the penis immediately and 
put on a new condom before resurning intercourse. Contact your bealth care provider 
to ask about emergency contraception (1.888.NOT.2.LATE). 
Grasp the rim of the condom between the fingers and stowly pull out (with the con-




gw876@ bard.edu ( Questions 
on Iove, relationships, health, or 
sex are welcomed) 




If zombies were to invade the Bard campus how would 
you find them oJf? 
I would challenge them 
to thoughtful discussions 
on the ethics of attacking 
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BFC: REAL JUNKIES DON'T 
LOOK THIS GOOD: 
7PM BASKETALL DIARIES 
9PM TRAINSPOTfiNG 
10:45PM MAN WITH A 
GOLDENARM 
FLASHMONSTER! IMPROV! 
BARD HALL 9PM 
SMOG: TRUE IF 
DESTROYED 8PM 
DAYS OF OUR LIVES 
BEGINS ON NBC 
VOTE!! VOTE!! VOTE!! 
TUESDAY NOV 1 
WHAT IS THE PROPER 
NATURE OF PUNISH-
MENT? 




SMOG: THE MAE SHI 
THE PERCEPTIONISTS 
COOL CALM PETE 
BPM 
MPR9PM 




You're Invited to a 
very special Bonfire 
Day 
A Wayfinder Experience 
New Orleans Benefit 
Story 
WEDNESDAY NOV 2 





TRADITIONAL IRISH MUSIC 
FR. CHARLIE COEN AND 
SPECIAL GUESTS 
AMERICAN LEGION HALL, 
RHINEBECK, 4PM 
BFC: BOARDING SCHOOL 
FUN 
7PM CLASS 
9PM DEAD POETS SOCIETY 
SMOG: PTERODACTYL, 
PARTS AND LABOR 7PM 
THURSDAY NOV 3 
DOWN THE ROAD CAFE: 
ELIJAH TUCKER '05 
9PM 
LOVE AND TERROR FILM 
SERIES: Z 
6:30PM WEISS, FOLLOWED BY 






For 400 years Bonfires have burned on November sth in celebration. Today, 
people continue to celebrate the Jailed assassination attempt on the king 
England in 1605. To Fairies tmd Goblins, this is yet another excuse to party 
directly in the mitist of humans. This particular celebration of Bonfire Day is 
especially great because it is the 400th anniversary. The Goblin King has made atre techniques to be a part of a grand story happening around you, fully 
elaborate preparations Jor everyone to celebrate, including a very special guest: irnmersed in a whole other world. 
the one and only Santa Clause. There have been rumors of the infamaus 
Hudson Pirates hiding out near the celebration, and celebration and rumors Contact Patrick Paglen Email: pp623@bard.edu Extension 5106 
usually Joretell that a great adventure is about to occur. Therefore, Anyone who 
is anyone, including such pranksters as the Goblin twins Parsley and Schedule 
Redrurder are coming to be apart of ~uch a magnificent day. 12:00 - Congregate and newgames 
12:30 -Intro Circle and new games 
You are all invited to a special Wayfinder Experience event at Bard 1:00- lntroduction to Improvisational Theatre and Theatre Games 
College, a benefi.t story for the victims of H~micane Katrina. We will 2:00- Intro to Sword Play and Capture the Flag 
congregate at 12am to do various activities like Sword Play, Capture the 3:30- Story Prep, Intention Circle 
Flag, and lmprovisational Theatre. These activities will prepare us for a 4:00 - Story: Bonftre Day 
unique form of theatre and adventure, The Story: you will dress up as 7:00 - FIN! 
your own character with a unique costume and use improvisational the- 7:30 .- Goodbyes and pickup 
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''I think maybe we shoud 
smell other people." 
PPY SO™ AtJ~IIVER 
